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From a depth 2 inclusion of von Neumann algebras M0 /M1 , with an operator-
valued weight verifying a regularity condition, we construct a pseudo-multiplicative
unitary, which leads to two structures of Hopf bimodules, dual to each other.
Moreover, we construct an action of one of these structures on the algebra M1 such
that M0 is the fixed point subalgebra, the algebra M2 given by the basic construc-
tion being then isomorphic to the crossed-product. We construct on M2 an action
of the other structure, which can be considered as the dual action. If the inclusion
M0 /M1 is irreducible, we recover quantum groups, as proved in former papers. This
construction generalizes the situation which occurs for actions (or co-actions) of
groupo@ ds. Other examples of ‘‘quantum groupo@ ds’’ are given.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. A groupo@ d is a small category with inverses, or, more explicitely,
a set G, with a distinguished subset G(0) of G, two maps r and s from G to
G(0), and a law of composition defined on the subset G(2) of G2 defined by:
G(2)=[(x, y) # G2; s(x)=r( y)]
with all axioms needed for associativity of this composition law, each
element x having a two-side inverse x&1, i.e., xx&1=r(x), x&1x=s(x) (see
[R1] or [C2] for a more precise definition).
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Classical examples are ordinary groups, equivalence relations, group
actions on spaces. This notion was first introduced by specialists of
category theory; a measured version was used in functional analysis, by
G. W. Mackey, and P. Hahn, using this concept to make a link between
group theory and ergodic theory. Locally compact groupo@ ds were intro-
duced, and the C*-algebra point of view of these objects was then studied
[R1]. This theory appeared to have many interesting examples in differential
geometry [C2], in particular the holonomy groupo@ d of a foliation; the notion
of groupo@ d appeared then in bright light, and was intensevely studied, in
particular by operator algebraists ([CS], [HS], [MP], [R2], etc).
The notion of an action of a measured groupo@ d on a von Neumann
algebra appeared in [JT], and the notion of crossed-product was intro-
duced. The first attempt to move the classical framework of duality of
groups into groupo@ d theory was made by Yamanouchi in ([Y1], [Y2],
[Y3]). Groupo@ d actions and co-actions were defined, and a Takesaki-like
duality theorem for these objects was proved.
1.2. Some attemps were then made to find a general framework for this
duality, in which this situation could be described, as, historically, the Kac
algebra theory ([ES]) appeared as an abstract framework for the theory of
duality of locally compact groups. In the finite case, this was made in [Y4]
by Yamanouchi, who introduced the notion of ‘‘generalized Kac algebras.’’
Unfortunately, his formalism has no chance of being extended in the
general case, but is near from the notion of weak C*-Hopf algebra, intro-
duced by some theoretical physicists ([BSz1], [BSz2], [Sz]).
In [V1], the second author introduced the notion of Hopf-bimodules.
Roughly speaking, the idea is to use ConnesSauvageot’s relative tensor
product of Hilbert spaces and von Neumann algebras; when M is a von
Neumann algebra which is a N&N-bimodule, it is possible then to define
a fiber product of M by itself over N, and to consider a bimodule-
homomorphism from M into this fiber product as the analog of the
coproduct in usual quantum group theory. In this framework, it is possible
to describe the case of groupo@ d in two ways, a commutative one (where
Mand therefore Nis abelian) and a symmetric one (where N is the
same and therefore abelian, and the bimodule-homomorphism is sym-
metric).
In [V2], the second author introduced the notion of pseudo-multi-
plicative unitary. Such an object exists in the case of groupo@ ds, which
generates the two Hopf-bimodule structures studied in [V1]. This theory
generalizes the notion of multiplicative unitary which was introduced in
[BS], and, making a link between Kac algebras and compact quantum
groups ([W1], [W2]) unified the quantum group theory (see also [W3],
[MN]).
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1.3. In order to get a general notion of quantum groupo@ d, another
approach exists, following the program which has been done in the context
of quantum groups by R. Nest and the first author in [EN], [E1], [E2]:
classical groups, in geometry, are defined via one specific action on a
specific space, and it was natural to wonder if it was possible to define a
quantum group via one specific action on a specific quantum space (i.e., an
algebra). More precisely, given an inclusion M0 /M1 of von Neumann
algebras, under which conditions is it possible to construct a quantum
group acting on M0 such that M1 is the crossed-product? Following
A. Ocneanu’s ideas, it was proved that it is possible if the inclusion
M0 /M1 is an irreducible depth 2 inclusion of factors (without any condi-
tion on the type of the factors, or on the index), in the presence of an
operator-valued weight from M1 to M0 satisfying some regularity condi-
tions.
1.4. In this paper, we repeat this procedure in a more general case,
in order to find more general objects than quantum groups; it happens
that we find a pseudo-multiplicatiare unitary, giving then, to our opinion,
a good hope that this notion is appropriate for studying quantum groupo@ ds:
let M0 /M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras, and let (Mi) i # N be
the associated Jones’ tower; we suppose that there exists an operator
valued-weight from M1 to M0 satisfying the same regularity condition as in
the irreducible case. Then, we get the following results:
We study the derived tower (M$0 & Mi) i # N , and obtain, in the depth 2
case, a Takesaki-type duality theorem.
We construct a pseudo-multiplicative unitary W1 , which allows to put
two dual Hopf-bimodule structures on M$0 & M2 and M$1 & M3 , the basis
being then M$0 & M1 .
We define an action of this quantum groupo@ d on M1 , such that the
subalgebra of invariants is M0 , and the crossed-product is isomorphic
to M2 .
1.5. The paper is organized as follows: paragraph 2 is a preliminary
re sume of all the technical tools introduced in [EN] and needed in the
sequel. In the paragraph 3, we study the derived tower. In paragraph 4 is
proved the analog of Takesaki’s duality theorem for depth 2 inclusions. In
paragraph 5 is constructed the pseudo-multiplicative unitary (this notion is
then precisely defined), and, in paragraph 6 are constructed the two dual
structures of Hopf-bimodules induced by this pseudo-multiplicative
unitary. In paragraph 7 is constructed the canonical action of one of these
structures on the algebra M1 , such that M0 appears as the invariant sub-
algebra, and M2 as the crossed-product. In the last paragraph are discussed
some examples.
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1.6. At this step, this theory remains unachieved. In a paper in prepara-
tion ([E3]), with the same hypothesis, other structures will de defined and
studied: the analog of an antipod, and a left invariant operator-valued
weight. This will lead to a reasonable notion of measured quantum
groupo@ d. In another paper in preparation ([V3]) will be studied the finite-
dimensional case of our construction, and clarified the links with
Yamanouchi’s ‘‘generalized Kac algebras’’ ([Y4]) and weak C*-Hopf
algebras ([BSz1], [BSz2], [Sz]).
1.7. The authors are mostly indebted to M.-C. David, Y. Denizeau,
J.-F. Havet, R. Nest, J. Renault and L. Va@$ nerman for many fruitful conver-
sations.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this paragraph are mostly recalled definitions and notations about
Connes’ spatial theory, Jones’ basic construction associated to an inclusion
of von Neumann algebras, and the basic definitions and results about
operator-valued weights which will be used in this paper.
2.1. Spatial theory [C1], [S]. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, and
let  be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on N; let N , M , H , ? , 4 ,
J , 2 , ... be the canonical objects of the TomitaTakesaki construction
associated to the weight . Let : be a non-degenerate normal representa-
tion of N on a Hilbert space H. We may as well consider H as a left
N-module, and write it then :H. Following ([C], Definition 1), we define
the set of -bounded elements of :H as:
D(:H, )=[! # H; _C<, &:( y) !&C &4 ( y)&, \y # N]
Then, for any ! in D( :H, ), there exists a bounded operator R (!) from
H to H, defined, for all y in N by:
R (!) 4 ( y)=:( y) !
This operator belongs to HomN(H , H); therefore, for any !, ’ in
D(:H, ), the operator:
% (!, ’)=R (!) R (’)*
belongs to :(N)$; the linear span generated by these operators is a dense
ideal in :(N)$. With the same hypothesis, the operator:
(!, ’) =R (’)* R (!)
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belongs to ? (N)$. Using TomitaTakesaki’s theory, this last algebra is
equal to J? (N) J , and therefore anti-isomorphic to N (or isomorphic to
the opposite von Neumann algebra No). We shall consider now (!, ’)  as
an element of No, and the linear span generated by these operators is a
dense ideal in No.
Let { be a faithful semi-finite trace on N. It is then straightforward to
verify that (!, !) {=J{ (d|! b :d{) J{ , where d|! b :d{ is the Radon
Nykodim derivative of |! b : with respect to the trace {. Considering
(!, !) { as an element of N o, we have ([S], 1.2)
(!, !) {=
d|! b :
d{
Let us return to the general case, and let us suppose now there exists a
normal non-degenerate anti-representation ; of N on H. We may then as
well consider H as a right N-module, and write it H; , or consider ; as a
normal non-degenerate representation of the opposite von Neumann
algebra No, and consider H as a left N o-module.
We can then define on No the opposite faithful semi-finite normal weight
o; we have No=N* , and the Hilbert space Ho will be, as usual, iden-
tified with H , by the identification, for all x in N , of 4o (x*) with
J4 (x).
From these remarks, we infer that the set of o-bounded elements of H;
is:
D(H; , o)=[! # H; _C<, &;( y*) !&C &4 ( y)&, \y # N]
and, for any ! in D(H; , o) and y in N , the bounded operator R
o
(!) is
given by the formula:
Ro (!) J4 ( y)=;( y*) !
This operator belongs to HomNo (H , H), i.e., we have, for all x in M:
Ro (!) J? (x) J=;(x*) R
o
(!)
Moreover, D(H; , o) is dense, stable under ;(N)$=P, and, for all y in P,
we have:
Ro ( y!)= yRo (!)
Then, for any !, ’ in D(H; , o), the operator %
o
(!, ’)=Ro (!) Ro (’)*
belongs to P, and the operator-valued product (!, ’) o=R
o
(’)* Ro (!)
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belongs to ? (N); more precisely, it lies in M ([C], Lemma 4), and we
have, by ([S], Lemme 1.5):
4 ((!, ’) o)=R
o
(’)* !
2.2. Relative tensor product [C1], [S]. Using the notations of 2.1, let
now K be another Hilbert space on which there exists a non-degenerate
representation # of N. Following J.-L. Sauvageot ([S1], 2.1), we define the
relative tensor product H ; #

K as the Hilbert space obtained from the
algebraic tensor product D(H; , o) x K equipped with the scalar product
defined, for !1 , !2 in D(H; , o), ’1 , ’2 in K, by:
(!1 x ’1 | !2 x ’2)=(#((!1 , !2) o) ’1 | ’2)
where we have identified N with ? (N) for simplifying the notations.
The image of ! x ’ in H ; #

K will be denoted by ! ;  #

’. We shall
use intensively this construction; one should bear in mind that, if we start
from another faithful semi-finite normal weight $, we get another Hilbert
space, which is isomorphic to the first one ([S1], 2.6) (but this
isomorphism does not send ! ;  #

’ on ! ; #
$
’ !).
When no confusion is possible about the representation and the
antirepresentation, we shall write H K instead of H ; #

K, and
! ’ instead of ! ; #

’.
If we choose H=K=H , equipped with the canonical standard
representation and antirepresentation of N on H=L2 (N), we obtain
([S1], 2.4) that the application which send 4 (x)  4 ( y) on 4 (xy) is
an isomorphism from H  H onto H .
In ([S1], 2.1), the relative tensor product H ;  #

K is defined also, if
!1 , !2 are in H, ’1 , ’2 are in D( #K, ), by the following formula:
(!1 x ’1 | !2 x ’2)=(;((’1 , ’2) ) !1 | !2)
which leads to the definition of a relative flip _ : H ; #

K  K #  ;
o
H,
defined, for any ! in D(H; , o), ’ in D( #K, ), by:
_ (!  ’)=’ o !
This allows us to define a relative flip  from L(H ; #

K) to
L(K # ;
o
H) which sends X in L(H ; #

K) onto  (X)=_X_*.
Starting from another faithful semi-finite normal weight $, we get a von
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Neumann algebra L(H ;  #
$
K) which is isomorphic to L(H ; #

K),
and a von Neumann algebra L(K # ;
$o
H) which is isomorphic to
L(K # ;
o
H); these isomorphisms exchange  and $ . Therefore, this
homomorphism can be denoted N without any reference to a specific
weight.
We recall, following ([S1], 2.2b) that, for all ! in H, ’ in D( #K, ), y
in N, analytic with respect to , we have:
;( y) !  ’=!  #(_&i2( y)) ’
Let x an element of L(H), commuting with the right action of N on H;
(i.e., x # ;(N)$). It is possible to define an operator x ;  #

1K on
H ; #

K. By the same way, if y commutes with the left action of N on
#K (i.e., y # #(N)$), it is possible to define 1H ; #

y on H ; #

K, and
by composition, it is possible to define then x ;  #

y. If we start from
another faithful semi-finite normal weight $, the canonical isomorphism
from H ;  #

K to H ; #
$
K sends x ; #

y on x ; #
$
y ([S1], 2.3 and
2.6); therefore, this operator can be denoted x ;  #
N
y without any reference
to a specific weight.
Let us suppose now that K is a N&Po bimodule; that means that there
exists a von Neumann algebra P, and a non-degenerate normal
antirepresentation = of P on K, such that =(P)/#(N)$. We shall write then
#K= . If y is in P, we have seen that it is possible to define then the operator
1H ; #

=( y) on H ; #

K, and we define this way a non-degenerate nor-
mal antirepresentation of P on H ; #

K, we shall call again = for sim-
plification. Talking a faithful semi-finite normal weight & on P, and a left
P-module ‘L (i.e., a Hilbert space L and a normal non-degenerate
representation ‘ of P on L), it is possible then to define
(H ;  #

K) = ‘
&
L. Of course, it is possible also to consider the Hilbert
space H ; #

(K = ‘
&
L). It can be showned that these two Hilbert
spaces are isomorphics as ;(N)$&‘(P)$o-bimodules. (In ([V1], 2.1.3), the
proof, given for N=P abelian can be used, without modification, in that
wider hypothesis). We shall write then H ;  #

K = ‘
&
L without
parenthesis, to emphazise this coassociativity property of the relative tensor
product.
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2.3. Fiber product. Let us follow the notations of 2.2; let now M1 be a
von Neumann algebra on H, such that ;(N)/M1 , and M2 be a von
Neumann algebra on K, such that #(N)/M2 . The von Neumann algebra
generated by all elements x ; #
N
y, where x belongs to M$1 , and y belongs
M$2 will be denoted M$1 ; #
N
M$2 (or M$1 N M$2 if no confusion is
possible), and will be called the relative tensor product of M$1 and M$2
over N. The commutant of this algebra will be denoted M1 ;V #
N
M2 (or
M1 VN M2 if no confusion is possible) and called the fiber product of M1
and M2 , over N. It is straightforward to verify that, if P1 and P2 are two
other von Neumann algebras satisfying the same relations with N, we have
M1 VN M2 & P1 VN P2=(M1 & P1) VN (M2 & P2).
Moreover, we get that (M1 ;V #
N
M2)=M2 #V ;
N o
M1 .
In particular, we have:
(M1 & ;(N)$) ; #
N
(M2 & #(N)$)/M1 ;V #
N
M2
and:
M1 ;V #
N
N=(M1 & ;(N)$) ;  #
N
1
As an example, we may consider a von Neumann algebra M, equipped
with a faithful semi-finite normal weight , acting on its standard Hilbert
space H , and its commutant M$; taking the identity of M and the canoni-
cal anti-isomorphism of M with M$, we can consider, on the Hilbert space
HH (which is canonically isomorphic to H (2.2)), the algebra
M$ VM M; it is straightforward to verify that we get, using the isomorphism
of the Hilbert spaces:
M$ VM M=Z(M)
where Z(M) is the center of M. If we consider now a faithful semi-finite
normal trace { on Z(M), we may verify ([S1], 3.1) that L2 (M)
{ L2 (M)=L2 ((M _ M$)"). Using this, we will get:
M VZ(M) M=(M _ M$)"
More generally, if ; a non-degenerate normal involutive antihomo-
morphism from N into a von Neumann algebra M1 , and # a nondegenerate
normal involutive homomorphism from N into a von Neumann algebra
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M2 , it is possible to define, without any reference to a specific Hilbert
space, a von Neumann algebra M1 ;V #
N
M2 .
Moreover, if now ;$ is a non-degenerate normal involutive anti-
homomorphism from N into another von Neumann algebra P1 , #$ a non-
degenerate normal involutive homomorphism from N into another von
Neumann algebra P2 , 8 a normal involutive homomorphism from M1 into
P1 such that 8 b ;=;$, and 9 a normal involutive homomorphism from
M2 into P2 such that 9 b #=#$, it is possible then to define a normal
involutive homomorphism (the proof given in ([S1], 1.2.4) in the case
when N is abelian can be extended without modification in the general
case):
8 ;V #
N
9 : M1 ;V #
N
M2  P1 ;$V #$
N
P2
In the case when #K= is a N&Po bimodule as explained in 2.2 and ‘L a
P-module, if #(N)/M2 and =(P)/M2 , and if ‘(P)/M3 , where M3 is
a von Neumann algebra on L, it is possible to consider then
(M1 ;V #
N
M2) =V ‘
P
M3 and M1 ;V #
N
(M2 =V ‘
P
M3). The coassociativity property
for relative tensor products leads then to the isomorphism of these von
Neumann algebra we shall write now M1 ;V #
N
M2 =V ‘
P
M3 without parenthesis.
2.4. Finite dimensional case. As an example, which will be developped
later on in this paper, and in another article ([V3]), let us consider the
case where K is finite-dimensional. Let us call TrK the canonical trace on
K (with value 1 on minimal projections), and let N be a finite-dimensional
von Neumann algebra having a faithful representation # on K. If we put
{=TrK b #, we can then verify that #((!, !) {)=E( p!), where E is the
canonical conditional expectation from L(K) onto #(N), and p! the rank
one orthogonal projection on C! (! # K, &!&=1).
Let us suppose now that N has also a faithful antirepresentation ; on
another finite dimensional Hilbert space H. The definition of the relative
tensor product H ; #
{
K leads to a linear surjective application s;, # from
the usual tensor product HK (which bears its usual finite-dimensional
Hilbert space structure) onto H ; #
{
K. According to 2.1 and 2.3, we
have, for all x in N, y in ;(N)$, z in #(N)$:
s;, # (;(x)1)=s;, # (1#(x))
( y ; #
N
z) s;, #=s;, # ( yz)
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Let e;, # be the support of s;, # . As e;, #=limn (s*;, # s;, #)1n, we easily get that
e;, # belongs to ;(N)#(N) and verify:
e;, # (;(x)1)=e;, # (1#(x))
and, taking the adjoints, we get also:
(;(x)1) e;, #=(1#(x)) e;, #
Moreover, we have, because TrK is a trace:
(idTrK )(e;, #) ;(x)=(idTrK )(e;, # (;(x)1))
=(idTrK )(e;, # (1#(x)))
=(idTrK )((1#(x)) e;, #)
=(idTrK )((;(x)1) e;, #)
=;(x)(idTrK )(e;, #)
from which we get that (idTrK )(e;, #) belongs to the center of ;(N).
For any ! in H, ’ in K, &!&=&’&=1, we then have:
(e;, # (!’) | !’)
=(TrH TrK )(e;, # ( p!p’))
=TrH ((idTrK )(e;, # (1p’)) p!)
=TrH ((idTrK )(e;, # (1E( p’))) p!)
=TrH ((idTrK )(e;, # (1#((’, ’) {))) p!)
=TrH ((idTrK )(e;, #) ;((’, ’) {) p!)
=((;((’, ’) {)(idTrK )(e;, #)12 ! | (idTrK )(e;, #)12 !)
=&(idTrK )(e;, #)12 ! ; #
{
’&2
If now ! is such that (idTrK )(e;, #)12 !=0, we get that, for all ’ in H:
! ;  #
{
’=s;, # (!’)=s;, #e;, # (!’)=0
So !=0, and (idTrK )(e;, #)12 is injective, and therefore invertible.
Moreover we see that there is an isometry I;, # from H ; #
{
K into
HK, with final support e;, # , defined, for all ! in H, ’ in K by:
I;, # (! ; #
{
’)=e;, # ((idTrK )(e;, #)&12 !’)
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Moreover, this isometry satisfies, for all y in ;(N)$ and z in #(N)$:
I;, # ( y ; #
N
z)=( yz) I;, #
and allows us to identify, as ;(N)$&#(N)$o-bimodules, H ; #
{
K with a
subspace of HK. We have also, for all x in N:
(;(x)1) I;, #=(1#(x)) I;, #
If M1 (resp. M2) is a (finite-dimensional) von Neumann algebras on H
(resp. K) such that ;(N)/M1 (resp. #(N)/M2), we get, with the nota-
tions of 2.3:
M$1 ; #
N
M$2=I*;, # (M$1M$2) I;, #
M1 ;V #
N
M2=I*;, # (M1M2) I;, #
and M1 ;V #
N
M2 is isomorphic to the von Neumann algebra reduced from
M1M2 by e;, # .
Let us put, as an example, M=: Mn: (C) and its canonical standard
representation # and antirepresentation ; on its standard Hilbert space
L2 (M)=: (Cn:Cn:). We have then {=7:n:Tr: , where Tr: is the
canonical trace on Mn: (C) (with value 1 on minimal projections). One may
verify easily that we get:
e;, #=:
:
1
n:
:
i, j
Je:i, j Je
:
i, j
where e:i, j are matrix units of Mn: (C) and J=J{ .
2.5. Basic construction. Let M0 /M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann
algebras; let i be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on Mi (i=0, 1); we
shall write H1 instead of H1 , etc. By restriction of the standard representa-
tions of M1 and M o1 , H1 is canonically a M0&M
o
0 bimodule. Following
([J], 3.1.5(i)), the von Neumann algebra M2=J1 M$0 J1=EndMo0(H1) will
be called the basic construction from the inclusion M0 /M1 (or we shall
say the inclusion M0 /M1 /M2 is standard). From 2.1, we know that, for
any !, ’ in D(H1 , o0), the operator %
o
0 (!, ’) belongs to M2 , and that the
linear span generated by these operators is a dense ideal in M2 .
Let 2 a faithful semi-finite normal weight on M2 ; we shall write H2
instead of H2 , etc. Then ([EN], 3.8), there is an isomorphism from H2 to
H1 0 H1 which sends J2 on the application (for !1 , !2 in D(H1 , 
o
0))
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!1 0 !2  J1 !2 0 J1!1 , and the representation ?2 on the representa-
tion of M2 given by x  x0 1H1 . In that sense, we shall identify H2 with
H1 0 H1 .
Following ([PP2]), we define the canonical tower associated to the
inclusion M0 /M1 as the sequence of standard inclusions Mi /
Mi+1 /Mi+2 defined by recurrence for all i in N. For all i in N, the Hilbert
space H i may (and will) be identified with H10 H10 } } } 0 H1
(i times), with:
Ji (!10 !20 } } } 0 !i)=J1! i0 J1!i&10 } } } 0 J1!1
and, for all x in Mi , ?i (x)=x0 1H1 ([EN], 4.4). Then ([EN], 4.5), the
inclusion M0 /M2 /M4 is standard (more precisely, if N is the basic con-
struction from the inclusion M0 /M2 , we have M4=N0 1H1).
For all i1, let ji be the anti-automorphism of L(Hi) defined, for x in
L(Hi), by:
ji (x)=Ji x*Ji
By definition, the inclusion Mi&1 /Mi /M i+1 being standard, we have
ji (M$i&1)=Mi+1 and, therefore, the algebra Mi+1 & M$i&1 is stable under
ji ; we shall denote again ji its restriction to this algebra.
One step further, we have ji+1 (Mi+2)=M$i and the algebra Mi+2 & M$i
is stable under ji+1 . Moreover, as the inclusion Mi&1 /Mi+1 /M i+3 is
standard, by ([EN], 4.4) applied to the inclusion Mi&1 /Mi , we have
ji+1 (M$i&1)=Mi+3 , and the algebra Mi+3 & M$i&1 is stable under ji+1 .
Moreover, as ji+1 (Mi+1)=M$i+1 , we get:
ji+1 (M i+1 & M$i&1)=M i+3 & M$i+1
ji+1 (M i+2 & M$i&1)=M i+3 & M$i
and ji+1 is an anti-isomorphism from Mi+2 & M$i&1 to Mi+3 & M$i , and
ji+2 b ji+1 is an isomorphism from Mi+2 & M$i&1 to Mi+4 & M$i+1 .
2.6. Inclusions with operator-valued weights. Let M0 /M1 be an inclu-
sion of von Neumann algebras acting on a Hilbert space H. Let T1 a faith-
ful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight from M1 to M0 , 0 a faithful
semi-finite normal weight on M0 , 1=0 b T1 .
Then ([EN], 10.6), for all x in NT1 , a in N0 , xa belongs to NT1 & N1 ;
moreover, the application 40 (a)  41 (xa) can be extended to an element
4T1 (x) of HomMo0(H0 , H1); then, 4T1 is an injective M1&M0 -module
morphism from NT1 to HomMo0(H0 , H1) such that, for all x, y in NT1
4T1 ( y)* 4T1 (x)=?0 (T1( y*x))
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Moreover, 41 (NT1 & N1) is included in D(H1 , 
o), and is dense in H1 ;
for any x in NT1 & N1 , we have:
4T1 (x)=R
o (41 (x))
From which we get ([EN], 10.7) that, for all x, y in NT1 , 4T1 (x) 4T1 ( y)*
belongs to the algebra M2 obtained by the basic construction, and, more
precisely, the von Neumann algebra M2 is generated by these operators. If
z belongs to NT1 & N1 , we have ([EN], 10.6):
4T1 (x) 4T1 ( y)* 41 (z)=41 (xT1 ( y*z))
Using Haagerup’s construction ([St], 12.11), it is possible ([EN], 10.1) to
define a canonical operator-valued weight from M2 to M1 , such that
([EN], 10.7):
T2 (4T1 (x) 4T1 ( y)*)=xy*
The operator-valued weight T2 will be called the standard construction
made from T1 . Using ([EN], 10.1), it is easy to verify that the basic con-
struction made from the inclusion M0 /M2 and the operator-valued
weight T2 b T1 is the inclusion M2 /M4 and the operator-valued weight
T3 b T4 .
Let us write 2 for 1 b T2 ; let x be in HomMo0(H0 , H1), such that xx*
belongs to M+T2 . Then, there exists a unique element 81 (x) in M1 such that
T2 (x4T1 (a)*)=81 (x) a* for any a in NT1 ([EN], 10.11). Moreover, the
application 81 then defined is an injective morphism of (M1 , M0)-
bimodule and we have, evidently, 81 (4T1 (a))=a for any a in NT1 .
Let now X be in NT2 , e in NT1 , then X*4T1 (e) 4T1 (e)* X belongs clearly
to M+T2 , and we can prove ([EN], 10.14) that 81 (X*4T1 (e)) belongs to
NT1 , and, therefore:
X*4T1 (e)=4T1 (81 (X*4T1 (e)))
If e belongs to NT1 & N1 , then 81 (X*4T1 (e)) belongs also to N1 , and
([EN], 10.13):
?1(X*) 41 (e)=41 (81 (X*4T1 (e)))
Therefore, the linear subspace 41 (NT1 & N1) is stable under the action of
?1 (N*T2).
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3. THE DERIVED TOWER
In the following part, we consider an inclusion M0 /M1 of von
Neumann algebras, equipped with a faithful semi-finite normal operator-
valued weight T1 from M1 to M0 ; following 2.5 and 2.6, we construct the
canonical tower (Mi) i # N , and, for all i1 the operator valued-weight Ti
from Mi to Mi&1 . With the help of some technical property (3.6), we can
calculate the standard construction from the inclusion M$0 & M1 /
M$0 & M2 (3.9) and, following ([GHJ], 4.6.4), we say that the inclusion is
depth 2 if the inclusion M$0 & M1 /M$0 & M2 /M$0 & M3 is standard
(3.10).
3.1. Definitions. Let us consider the linear space HomM0 , Mo1(H1 , H2);
it is a left M$0 & M3 -module, and a right M$0 & M1 -module. If a belongs to
NT2 & M$0 , 4T2 (a) belongs to that space. Following ([EN], 5.3), we shall
say that the inclusion M0 /M1 is regular if HomM0 , Mo1(H1 , H2) is not
reduced to [0]. In particular, it is the case if there exists a faithful semi-
finite normal operator-valued weight T1 from M1 to M0 , such that
NT2 & M$0 {[0], where T2 has been defined in 2.6.
Following ([EN], 5.2) one can prove that the application
x  J3 (1H10 x) J2 is an antilinear bijection from HomM0 , M o1(H1 , H2)
onto HomM1 , M o2(H2 , H3). Therefore, if M0 /M1 is regular, so is M1 /M2 .
Following ([EN], 5.5) one can prove that the application
x  J3 (1H10 x) J2 sends the left M$0 & M3-module structure on
HomM0 , M o1(H1 , H2) onto the canonical left M$1 & M4 -module structure on
HomM1 , M o2(H2 , H3).
3.2. Proposition. Let M0 /M1 be a regular inclusion of von Neumann
algebras. Let / be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on M$0 & M1 . Then:
(i) the subspace:
Hom/=[x # HomM0 , Mo1(H1 , H2)/(x*x)<+]
is a pre-Hilbert space, with the scalar product (x | y)=/( y*x)
(x, y # Hom/); if x belongs to HomM0 , M o1(H1 , H2) and e belongs to N/ , then
xe belongs to Hom/ , which is, therefore non reduced to [0]. Let us denote
4/ the canonical injection from Hom/ into its completion which will be
denoted H1 .
(ii) For all X in M$0 & M3 and x in Hom/ , the application Xx belongs
to Hom/ , and one defines a *-representation ?1 of M$0 & M3 by:
?1 (X) 4/ (x)=4/ (Xx)
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Proof. For any x in HomM0 , Mo1(H1 , H2), and e in N/ , we have:
/(e*x*xe)&x*x& /(e*e)
and we get that xe belongs to Hom/ which is therefore non reduced to [0];
moreover, the rest of (i) is trivial.
For all X in M$0 & M3 and x in Hom/ , we have:
/(x*X*Xx)&X&2 /(x*x)
which proves that Xx belongs to Hom/ , and the formula ?1 (X) 4/ (x)
=4/ (Xx) defines a multiplicative morphism from M$0 & M3 into L(H1). If
x, y belongs to Hom/ , we get:
(?1 (X) x | y)=/( y*Xx)=(x | ?(X*) y)
and, therefore, that ?1 is a *-representation. K
3.3. Proposition. Let M0 /M1 be a regular inclusion of von Neumann
algebras; let (Mi)i # N be the canonical tower of inclusions constructed as in
2.5. Let / be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on M$0 & M1 , and let us
define /2 as the faithful semi-finite normal weight on M$1 & M2 by, for any
positive a in M$1 & M2 :
/2 (a)=/(J1aJ1)
Let us define, as in 3.2, the linear space Hom/2 together with its pre-Hilbert
space structure, and its completion H2 , and the representation ?2 of
M$1 & M4 on H2 . Then the application x  J3 (1H1 0 x) J2 , for x in Hom/ ,
is an anti-isomorphism from Hom/ to Hom/2 , which can be extended to a
bijective anti-linear isometry F1 from H1 onto H2 . Moreover, for any X in
M$0 & M3 , we have:
F1?1 (X)* F1*=?2 ( j2 (X))
Proof. This is proved the same way as ([EN], 5.5). K
3.4. Proposition. With the notations of 3.2, let T1 be a faithful semi-
finite normal operator-valued weight from M1 to M0 , and, for all i1, let
Ti be the operator valued-weight from Mi to Mi&1 . Let us suppose that the
restriction T 2 of T2 to the algebra M$0 & M2 is semi-finite, and let /2 be the
faithful semi-finite normal weight / b T 2 on M$0 & M2 . Then:
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(i) for all a in NT 2 & N/2 , 4T2 (a) belongs to Hom/ , and the applica-
tion:
4/
2
(a)  4/ (4T2 (a))
defines an isometry I1 from L2 (M$0 & M2) into H1 .
(ii) for all X in M$0 & M2 , we have:
?1 (X) I1=I1?/2 (X)
where ?/
2
is the standard representation of M$0 & M2 given by the
TomitaTakesaki theory associated to the weight /2 . Moreover, the restric-
tion of ?1 to M$0 & M2 is faithful.
Proof. As, by hypothesis, the weight /2 on M$0 & M2 is semi-finite, we
shall identify L2 (M$0 & M2) with the Hilbert space H/2 given by
TomitaTakesaki’s construction. For all a in NT 2 & N/2 , 4T2 (a) belongs to
HomM0 , M o1(H1 , H2), and, as we find
/(4T2 (a)* 4T2 (a))=/ b T2 (a*a)
the part (i) is proved.
If X belongs to M$0 & M2 , we have:
?1 (X) I1 4/2 (a)=?1 (X) 4/ (4T2 (a))=4/ (X4T2 (a))
=4/ (4T2 (Xa))=I14/2 (Xa)=I1?/2 (X) 4/2 (a)
which gives that ?1 (X) I1=I1?/2 (X). We get, then:
I1*?1 (X) I1=?/2 (X)
which finishes the proof. K
3.5. Lemma. Let M0 /M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras, and
let T1 a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight from M1 to M0 .
Let / be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on M$0 & M1 . Let us suppose
that the restriction T 2=T2 | M$0 & M2 is semi-finite, and let us put and
/2=/1 b T 2 . Then:
(i) For all a in NT 2 & N/2 , for all x, y in Hom/ , we have:
?1 (4T2 (a) y*) 4/ (x)=I1 4/ b T 2 (ay*x)
Therefore, if p=I1I 1* , we get that:
p?1 (4T2 (a) y*)=?1 (4T2 (a) y*)
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For all b, c in NT 2 , we get:
?1 (4T2 (c) 4T2 (b)*) I1=I14T 2 (c) 4T 2 (b)*
(ii) for all a in NT 2 & N/2 , and all X in NT3 & M$0 , we have:
?1 (X)* I14/2 (a)=4/ (X*4T2 (a))=I14/2 (82 (X*4T2 (a)))
Proof. Using [EN] 10.6 applied to T 2 and /, we get that ay*x belongs
to N/
2
, and by 3.4(ii), we get:
?1 (4T2 (a) y*) 4/ (x)=4/ (4T2 (a) y*x)=4/ (4T2 (ay*x))
=I14/2 (4T2 (ay*x))
In particular, for b, c, d in NT 2 & N/2 , we have, using 2.6 applied to T 2 :
?1 (4T2 (c) 4T2 (b)*) I14/2 (d )=I14/2 (cT2 (b*d ))=I14T 2 (c) 4T 2 (b)* 4/2 (d )
which gives ?1 (4T2 (c) 4T2 (b)*) I1=I14T 2 (c) 4T 2 (b)*. Let us take now b, c
in NT 2 , e in N/ , and apply this result to be and ce; we get:
?1 (4T2 (c) ee*4T2 (b)*) I1=I14T 2 (c) ee*4T 2 (b)*
Let’s take now a bounded sequence en strongly converging to 1 to finish
the proof of (i).
Let 82 be the morphism of (M2 , M1)-bimodule from HomMo1(H1 , H2) to
M2 defined in ([EN], 10.11). Let X be in NT3 & M$0 , a be in NT 2 ; we easily
get, using ([EN], 10.14) that 82 (X*4T2 (a))) belongs to NT 2 . Let us sup-
pose now that a belongs to NT 2 & N/2 ; using ([EN], 10.14) again, we have:
/2 (82 (X*4T2 (a))* 82 (X*4T2 (a)))
=/ b T2 (82 (X*4T2 (a))* 82 (X*4T2 (a)))
=/(4T2 (82 (X*4T2 (a)))* 4T2 (82 (X*4T2 (a))))
=/((X*4T2 (a))* (X*4T2 (a)))
&XX*& /(4T2 (a)* 4T2 (a))
=&X&2 /(T2 (a*a))=&X&2 /2 (a*a)
and, therefore, 82 (X*4T2 (a))) belongs to NT 2 & N/2 . We then get:
?1 (X)* I14/2 (a)=4/ (X*4T2 (a))=I1 4/2 (82 (X*4T2 (a))) K
3.6. Definition. Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann
algebras, and let T1 be a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight
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from M1 to M0 . Let (Mi) i # N be the canonical tower constructed as in 2.5,
and let (Ti) i # N the canonical operator-valued weights constructed as in 2.6.
Following ([EN], 11.12), if both restrictions of T2 to M2 & M$0 and of T3
to M3 & M$1 are semi-finite, we shall say that T1 is regular.
Then, the inclusion M0 /M1 is regular in the sense of 3.1. Moreover, we
may apply 3.4 to both inclusions M0 /M1 and M1 /M2 , and define
the representation ?1 of M$0 & M3 on the Hilbert space H1 (resp. ?2 of
M$1 & M4 on H2). These representations are linked by 3.3. Using then 3.3
and 3.4, we obtain that the restriction of ?1 to M$1 & M3 is faithful.
3.7. Proposition. Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras,
and let T1 be a regular faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight from
M1 to M0 , in the sense of 3.6. Then T2 is a regular operator-valued weight.
Proof. What we need to prove is that T4 | M$2 & M4 is semi-finite. Let us
apply ([EN], 10.2) to the inclusion M0 /M1 /M2 , and we get that, for
all positive x in M$0 & M2 , we have T4 ( j2 (x))= j2 (T2 (x)), from which we
deduce the result. K
3.8. Theorem. Let M0 /M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras,
and let T1 be a regular faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight
from M1 to M0 . Then, using the notations of 3.4, we get that the isometry
I1 is an isomorphism. We shall now identify H1 with H/2 .
Proof. Let / be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on M$0 & M1 . Let
T 2=T2 | M$0 & M2 which is semi-finite, by definition (3.6) and /2=/ b T 2 ; by
3.6 again, T3 | M$0 & M3 is semi-finite, and let us write /3=/2 b T3 | M$0 & M3 .
We then get, using 3.5, for any a in NT 2 & N/2 and for all X in
NT3 | M$0 & M3 :
?1 (X)* I14/2 (a)=4/ (X*4T2 (a))=I14/2 (82 (X*4T2 (a)))
and, therefore, if p=II*, we have p?1 (X)* I=?1 (X)* I, which, by density
of NT3 | M$0 & M3 , implies that p belongs to ?1 (M$0 & M3)$.
From which, using 3.5(i), we get that, for all y in Hom/ and a in
NT 2 & N/2 :
?1 ( y4T2 (a)*)= p?1 ( y4T2 (a)*)
and, therefore, for all b in NT 2 & N/2 :
4/ ( yT2 (a*b))=4/ ( y4T2 (a)* 4T2 (b))=?1 ( y4T2 (a)*) 4/ (4T2 (b))
= p?1 ( y4T2 (a)*) 4/ (4T2 (b))= p4/ ( yT2 (a*b))
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So, for any e in M+T 2 & M/2 , we get:
&4/ ( y)& p4/ ( y)&2 &4/ ( y)&4/ ( yT2 (e))&=2 &4/ (( y*y)12 (1&T2 (e))&
If we take e analytic with respect to /2 , T2 (e) is analytic with respect to /,
and we get:
&4/ ( y)& p4/ ( y)&2 &J/ (1&_/&i2(T2 (e))) J/4/ (( y*y)
12)&
As T 2 (MT 2 & M/2) is a dense ideal of M$0 & M1 , it is possible to find a
sequence en in T 2 (M+T 2 & M
+
/
2
) such that T2 (en) is increasing to 1. Let us
put:
fn=1? |
+
&
e&t2_/2t (en) dt
which is analytic with respect to /2 , and we get:
T2 ( fn)=1? |
+
&
e&t2_/1t (T2(en)) dt
which is such that _/&i2(T2( fn)) is strongly increasing to 1, thanks to
([St], 2.16). From which we deduce that p4/ ( y)=4/ ( y), and, by con-
tinuity, that p=1, which finishes the proof. K
3.9. Theorem. Let M0 /M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras,
and let T1 be a regular faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight
from M1 to M0 . Then, the inclusion
M$0 & M1 /M$0 & M2 /?1 (M$0 & M3)
is standard. (This result generalizes [GHJ], 4.6.3 (ii))
Proof. Let N be the basic construction from the inclusion M$0 &
M1 /M$0 & M2 . Using 2.6, we get that N is generated by all operators
4T 2 (a) 4T 2 (b)*, where a, b belongs to NT 2 . Therefore, using 3.5(i), we get
that N/?1 (M$0 & M3).
Let now X in NT3 & M$0 , a in NT 2 & N/2 . Using 3.5(ii), we get:
?1 (X)* 4/2 (a)=4/2 (82 (X*4T2 (a)))
Let now b be M$0 & M1 , analytic with respect to /. Then ab belongs to
NT 2 & N/2 , and:
4/
2
(ab)=J/
2
_/&i2(b*) J/24/2 (a)
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Applying the same remark to
82 (X*4T2 (a)) b=82 (X*4T2 (a) b)=82 (X*4T2 (ab))
we get:
4/2 (82 (X*4T2 (ab)))=J/2 _
/
&i2(b*) J/2 4/2 (82 (X*4T2 (a)))
and, therefore:
J/
2
_/&i2(b*) J/2 ?1 (X)* 4/2 (a)=?1(X)* J/2 _
/
&i2(b*) J/2 4/2 (a)
which, by density, gives that:
J/
2
_/&i2(b*) J/2 ?1 (X)*=?1 (X)* J/2 _
/
&i2(b*) J/2
and, by density, we get that ?1 (M$0 & M3)/J/2 ?/2 (M$0 & M1)$ J/2=N,
which finishes the proof. K
3.10. Theorem and Definition. Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of von
Neumann algebras, let T1 be a regular faithful semi-finite normal operator-
valued weight from M1 to M0 . Then, are equivalent
(i) the left M$0 & M3 -module HomM0 , Mo1(H1 , H2) is faithful.
(ii) the representation ?1 defined in 3.2 is faithful.
(iii) the derived tower:
M$0 & M1 /M$0 & M2 /M$0 & M3
is standard.
In such a situation, we shall say, following ([GHJ], 4.6.4), that the inclu-
sion M0 /M1 is depth 2.
Moreover, if the inclusion M0 /M1 is depth 2, the inclusion M1 /M2 is
depth 2.
Proof. Let / be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on M$0 & M1 , e in
N/ . Let us suppose (i). Let X be in M$0 & M3 ; if ?1 (X)=0, we have
4/ (Xy)=?1 (X) 4/ ( y)=0 for all y in Hom/ , from which we deduce that
Xy=0, and, in particular Xxe=0 for all x in HomM0 , M o1(H1 , H2); choos-
ing a sequence en in N/ strongly converging to 1, we get Xx=0, and, by
(i), we get that X=0 which is (ii). Conversely, if ?1 is faithful, let us take
X in M$0 & M3 such that Xx=0 for all x in HomM0 , M o1(H1 , H2); in par-
ticular, we have this relation for all x in Hom/ , from which we deduce, by
density, that ?1 (X)=0, and therefore, by (ii), that X=0.
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Using 3.9, we get that (ii) and (iii) are trivially equivalent.
Using 3.1, we see that the left action of M$1 & M4 on HomM1 , Mo2(H2 , H3)
is faithful if and only if the left action of M$0 & M3 on HomM0 , Mo1(H1 , H2)
is faithful. So, M0 /M1 is faithful if and only if M1 /M2 is depth 2. K
3.11. Proposition. Let M0 /M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann
algebras, and let T1 be a regular faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued
weight from M1 to M0 . If one of the following hypothesis is verified:
(i) Z(M$0 & M3)=Z(M$0 & M2)
(ii) Z(M$0 & M3)=Z(M$0 & M1)
(iii) Z(M$0 & M3)=Z(M$1 & M2)
(iv) Z(M$0 & M3)=Z(M$1 & M3)
(v) Z(M$0 & M3)=Z(M$2 & M3)
then, the inclusion M0 /M1 is depth 2.
If the inclusion M0 /M1 is irreducible (i.e., if M$0 & M1=C), then it is
depth 2 if and only if M$0 & M3 is a factor. (cf [EN], 6.1)
Proof. The support of the representation ?1 belongs to Z(M$0 & M3).
Therefore, in case (i) (resp. (ii), resp. (iii)), it is the support of the restric-
tion of this representation to M$0 & M2 (resp. M$0 & M1 , resp. M$1 & M2).
As, by 3.4(ii), this restrictions are faithful, we get the result.
In case (iv) (resp. (v)), we get that Z(M$1 & M4)=Z(M$1 & M3) (resp.
=Z(M$1 & M2)). So, by (i) (resp. (ii)) applied to the inclusion M1 /M2 ,
we get that M1 /M2 is depth 2, which, by 3.10, gives the result.
If the inclusion is irreducible, as the inclusion C/M$0 & M2 /M$0 & M3
is standard, we get trivially that M$0 & M3 is a type I factor. Conversely, if
the inclusion is irreducible and if M$0 & M3 is a factor, we get, using
property (ii) above, that the inclusion is depth 2. K
It is left to the reader to sketch that these conditions are not equivalent
to the depth 2 condition.
3.12. Examples. Let : be an action of the locally compact group G
on a von Neumann algebra A (cf. [EN], 3.2), and let us consider the
inclusion:
:(A)/A <: G
The corresponding tower has been calculated in [EN] 4.2, and the third
relative commutant is then the algebra (A <: G & :(A)$)L(L2 (G)).
Therefore, we get that the center of the third relative commutant is equal
to the center of the first relative commutant. Moreover, the canonical
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operator-valued weight from the cross-product on the initial algebra ([St],
19.8) is regular ([EN], 11.14). So, using 3.11, we get that the inclusion
:(A) / A <: G is equipped with a regular operator-valued weight and
depth 2.
If we deal with an action of a Kac algebra K on a von Neumann
algebra, the same result is true as well, using the same references.
We can consider also an action of a Woronowicz algebra, in the sense
of [MN] (see ([E2], 2.6) for a definition). Then, using ([E2], 2.10), we
see that the cross-product construction bears the same properties, and so
the inclusion :(A)/A <: W bears a regular operator-valued weight and is
depth 2.
We shall come back to this example in part 8.
3.13. Remark. Let M0 /M1 and N0 /N1 be two inclusions. We can
consider the inclusion M0N0 /M1N1 , and it is clear that the tower
obtained is:
M0N0 /M1N1 /M2N2 /M3N3 } } }
and the derived tower will be:
(M$0 & M1) (N$0 & N1)/(M$0 & M2) (N$0 & N2)
/(M$0 & M3) (N$0 & N3) } } }
and, therefore, we see that, if both M0 /M1 and N0 /N1 are depth 2, so
is the inclusion M0N0 /M1N1 . This remark will be used in part 8.
4. TAKESAKI’S DUALITY FOR DEPTH 2 INCLUSIONS
In the sequel, we continue the analysis of an inclusion M0 /M1 , in the
presence of a regular operator-valued weight T1 . We shall denote (Mi) i # N
the canonical tower associated to this inclusion, and, for all i1, Ti the
canonical weight from Mi to Mi&1 . We shall denote / a faithful semi-finite
normal weight on B=M$0 & M1 , and /2=/ b T 2 , where T 2 is the (semi-
finite by hypothesis) restriction of T2 to M$0 & M2 . In that situation, the
Hilbert space H1 introduced in 3.9 will be identified with H/2 (3.8), and,
therefore, bear a natural structure of right M$0 & M1 -module, given by the
restriction to M$0 & M1 of the standard right M$0 & M2 -module structure of
H/2 . This allows us to construct the relative tensor product H1/ H1 ,
which, appears, in the depth 2 situation, to be isomorphic to H2 (4.6). This
result gives, as a corollary, a Takesaki-type duality theorem (4.6). In the
depth 2 case, we obtain also a description of every algebra of the tower.
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4.1. Lemma. For any x in Hom/ and y in N/ , analytic with respect to /,
we get:
4/ (xy)=J/2 _
/
&i2( y*) J/2 4/ (x)
Proof. Let a in NT 2 & N/2 ; we have:
(4/ (xy) | 4/2 (a))=/(4T2 (a)* xy)=/(_
/
i ( y) 4T2 (a)* x)
=/(4T2 (a_
/
&i( y*)) x)
=(4/ (x) | 4/2 (a_
/
&i ( y*)))=(4/ (x) | J/2 _i2 ( y) J/2 4/2 (a))
which gives the result. K
4.2. Proposition. (i) For any x in Hom/ , 4/ (x) belongs to D(H1 , /o).
Moreover, for x1 , x2 in Hom/ , we have:
(4/ (x1), 4/ (x2))/ o=x2*x1
(ii) There is an isometry U1 from H1/ H1 to H2 , defined, for all x
in Hom/ and ! in H1 , by:
U1 (4/ (x)/ !)=x!
Proof. By 4.1, for any x in Hom/ and y in N/ , analytic with respect
to /, we have:
J/2 yJ/2 4/ (x)=4/ (x_i2 ( y)*)
from which we get:
&J/2 yJ/2 4/ (x)&&x& &4/ ( y)&
This last inequality remains true, by density, for all y in N/ , from which,
by definition, we infer that 4/ (x) belongs to D(H1 , /o).
Moreover, we then get, with y in N/ , analytic with respect to /, using
again 4.1:
(4/ (x2*x1) | J/ 4/ ( y))=/(_/i2( y) x2*x1)=(4/ (x1) | 4/ (x2_
/
i2( y)*))
=(4/ (x1) | J/2 yJ/2 4/ (x2))
=(R/ o (4/ (x2))* 4/ (x1) | J/ 4/ ( y))
from which we infer that 4/ (x2*x1)=R/
o
(4/ (x2))* 4/ (x1), and then, using
([S], 1.5(c)), we get (i).
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Therefore, for !1 , !2 in H1 , we have:
(x1!1 | x2!2)=(x2*x1!1 | !2)=((4/ (x1), 4/ (x2)) /o !1 | !2)
=(4/ (x1)/ !1 | 4/ (x2)/ !2)
which proves the existence of the isometry U1 . K
4.3. Proposition. The isometry U1 constructed in 4.2(ii) satisfy for all t
in M1 , and all t$ in M0 :
J2 tJ2U1=U1 (1B J1tJ1)
t$U1=U1 (1B t$)
Moreover, for all z in M3 & M$0 , we have:
zU1=U1 (?1 (z)B 1)
and the final support of U1 belongs to the center of M$0 & M3 , and is the
support of the representation ?1 .
Proof. For any x in Hom/ , we get:
J2tJ2U1 (4/ (x)/ !)=J2tJ2x!=xJ1tJ1!
=U1 (4/ (x)/ J1 tJ1!)=U1 (1B J1tJ1)(4/ (x)/ !)
from which we deduce that J2 tJ2 U1=U1 (1B J1 tJ1), and then that
U1 U1* belongs to (J2M1J2)$=M3 .
On the other hand, we get also:
t$U1 (4/ (x)/ !)=t$x!=xt$!=U1 (4/ (x)/ t$!)
=U1 (1B t$)(4/ (x)!)
from which we deduce that t$U1=U1 (1/ t$), and then that U1U 1*
belongs to M$0 . We have, by 3.2, for any z in M3 & M$0 :
zU1 (4/ (x)/ !)=zx!=U1 (?1 (z) 4/ (x)/ !)
=U1 (?1 (z)B 1)(4/ (x)/ !)
from which we deduce that zU1=U1 (?1 (z)B 1), and then that the pro-
jection U1U1* belongs to (M3 & M$0)$, and is the support of the representa-
tion ?1 . K
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4.4. Notations. The von Neumann algebra B=M$0 & M1 is acting on
several Hilbert spaces and in different ways. So, we need to introduce some
notations:
We shall denote r the restriction of the representation ?1 to M$0 & M1 ,
as well as the natural faithful representation of M$0 & M1 on H1 (by restric-
tion of TomitaTakesaki construction of M1) or H2 (by restriction of
TomitaTakesaki construction of M2).
We shall denote s the faithful anti-representation of M$0 & M1 on H1 ,
which is the restriction to M$0 & M1 of the canonical anti-representation of
M$0 & M2 on H/2=L
2 (M$0 & M2) given by TakesakiTomita construction,
as well as the natural faithful anti-representation of M$0 & M1 on H1 (by
restriction of TomitaTakesaki construction of M1) or H2 (by restriction of
TomitaTakesaki construction of M2).
We shall denote by r^ the faithful representation of M$0 & M1 given by the
composition of the isomorphism j2 b j1 of M$0 & M1 on M$2 & M3 , with the
restriction (to M$2 & M3) of the representation ?1 . This way, H1 is a
M$0 & M1 -bimodule in two different ways, we shall denote rH1s and r^H1s .
We shall denote also r^ the faithful representation of M$0 & M1 given by
the composition of the isomorphism j2 b j1 of M$0 & M1 on M$2 & M3 , with
the restriction (to M$2 & M3) of the faithful representation of M3 on H2
given by the basic construction. Therefore, there are on H2 two differents
faithful representations of M$0 & M1 , we have denoted r and r^.
Using the identification of H2 with H1 0 H1 , and the intertwining
property of U1 with respect to the left action of M0 (4.3), it is possible to
define then two isometries 1H1 M0 U1 and U1M0 1H1 .
The isometry U1 M0 1H1 goes from H1 s  r/
H2 to H3 , and is defined by:
(U1M0 1H1)(x s r/
(!10 !2))=(x s r/
!)0 !2
The isometry 1H1 M0 U1 goes from H1 s r^/
H2 to H3 , and is defined by:
(1H1 M0 U1)(x s r^/
(!10 !2))=!10 (x s r/
!2)
If the inclusion is depth 2, these two isometries are unitaries.
Moreover, using the intertwining property of U1 with respect to M$0 & M3
(and, therefore, to r(M$0 & M1) and r^(M$0 & M1)), it is possible to define,
with evident definitions formulae (recall that we have put B=M$0 & M1 for
simplification):
1H1 s  rB
U1 : H1 s  r
/
H1 s  r
/
H1  H1 s r
/
H2
1H1 s  r^B
U1 : H1 s  r^
/
H1 s  r
/
H1  H1 s r^
/
H2
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In 2.2, we have introduced a relative flip _/ : H1 s r
/
H1  H1 r s
/ o
H1 ; it
clearly intertwines the anti-representation s of M$0 & M1 and the represen-
tation s of the opposite algebra (M$0 & M1)o (we shall consider as an anti-
representation of M$0 & M1), which will be called again s by:
s(x)(!1 r s
/ o
!2)=(s(x) !1) r s
/o
!2
and it is therefore possible to define _/ s r
B
1H1 by:
H1 s  r
/
H1 s  r
/
H1  (H1 r s
/o
H1) s  r
/
H1
One can easily verify, for all X in M$0 & M1 :
r(X) U1=U1 (r(X) s r
B
1)
r^(X) U1=U1 (r^(X) s r
B
1)
s(X) U1=U1 (1 s r
B
s(X))
When applied to the inclusion M1 /M2 , we shall use the notations r2, r^2
(which are representations of M$1 & M2) and s2 (which is an anti-represen-
tation of M$1 & M2). When applied to the inclusion M2 /M3 , we shall use
the notations r3, r^3 and s3 (which are two representations and an anti-
representation of M$2 & M3).
4.5. Proposition. (i) Let us apply 4.2 to the inclusion M1 /M2 ; using
the notations and results of 3.4, we obtain this way an isometry U2 from
H2/2 H2 to H3 , which verify:
U2=J3 (1H1 M0 U1)(F1*/ 2 J2)
where F1/2 J2 is the antilinear isomorphism canonically defined from
H1 s  r^
/
H2 to H2 s2  r2
/2
H2 .
(ii) Let us apply 3.4 and 4.2 to the inclusion M2 /M3 ; we obtain an
isometry U3 from H3 / 3 H3 to H4 , which verify:
U3=(1H1 M0 U1M1 1H2)(F1*F2*/ 3 1H3)
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Proof. By definition of U2 , we get, for all x in Hom/ , and !1 , !2 in H1
such that !10 !2 exists:
U2 (F14/ (x) s2  r2
/ 2
J2 (!1 0 !2))=J3 (10 x)(!10 !2)
=J3 (!1 0 x!2)
=J3 (10 U1)(x s r^/
(!10 !2))
from which we get (i). Applying (i) to the next inclusion, we get:
U3 (F2 F14/ (x) s3  r3
/3
(!10 !2 1 !3))
=U3 (F2 F14/ (x) s3  r3
/ 3
J3 (J2 !31 J2 (!10 !2))
=J4 (!3 1 J3 (10 x)(!1 0 !2))=!10 x!2 1 !3
from which we get (ii). K
4.6. Proposition. Let M0 /M1 be a depth 2 inclusion with a regular
operator-valued weight T1 ; then, the isometry U1 defined in 4.2 is an
isomorphism, which verify, for all Y in M3 & M$0 :
U1 (?1 (Y) s r
B
1) U1*=Y
Moreover, we have:
M$0 & M3=U1 (?1 (M$0 & M3) s r
B
C) U 1*
M3=U1 (L(H1) sV r
B
M1) U1*
M4=U1 (L(H1) sV r
B
M2) U1*
M$0 & M4=U1 (L(H1) sV r
B
M$0 & M2) U1*
Proof. By 4.2 and 3.10, it is clear that U1 is an isomorphism, and the
first (and therefore the second) equality is straightforward.
Moreover, by 4.3, we have, for all t in M1 :
J2 tJ2=U1 (1 s r
B
J1 tJ1) U 1*
and so, we get:
J2 M1 J2=U1 (1 s r
B
J1 M1J1) U1*
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and, by taking the commutants, we have the equality giving M3 . But, we
get also:
J2 M0 J2=U1 (1 s r
B
J1 M0J1) U1*
The inclusion M0/M2/M4 is standard (3) and therefore, we have J2 M$0J2
=M4 , and, taking the commutants, we get the formula involving M4 .
Moreover, by 4.3, we have, for all t$ in M0 :
t$=U1 (1 s  r
B
t$) U1*
and so, we get:
M0=U1 (1 s r
B
M0) U1*
(where M0 is, on the left of the formula, represented on H2 , and on the
right on H1). Taking the commutants, we get the last formula. K
4.7. Proposition. Let M0 /M1 be a depth 2 inclusion, with a regular
operator-valued weight T1 from M1 to M0 ; then, we have:
(i) M2=(M1 _ (M2 & M$0))"
(ii) M0=M1 & (M$0 & M3)$=M1 & (M$0 & M2)$
(iii) M$2 & M3=M$1 & M3 & (M$0 & M2)$
(iv) M$0 & M1=M$0 & M2 & (M$1 & M3)$
Proof. Let us define N=(M1 _ (M2 & M$0)))"; as, for all t in R,
x in M1 , and y in M0 , we have _2t (x) = _
1
t (x) and _
2
t ( y) = _
0
t ( y),
we infer that M1 and M0 are globally invariant under _2t ; therefore
_2t (M2 & M$0)=M2 & M$0 , and _
2
t (N)=N.
Let us take now x in NT 2 & N/2 , and y in N1 ; using 2.6, we know that
xy belongs to N2 , and, as both NT 2 & N/2 and N1 are semi-finite, we see
that the restriction of 2 to N is semi-finite. Therefore, by Takesaki’s theorem
([St], 10.2), there exists a conditional expectation from M2 which is given
by the projection on the closed subspace generated by 42 (N & N2); using
2.6 and 4.2, we get, for all x in NT 2 & N/2 and y in N1 :
42 (xy)=4T2 (x) 41 ( y)=U1 (4/2 (x) s r/
41 ( y))
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As U1 is unitary (by 4.6), we get that the closed subspace generated by
42 (N & N1) is all H2 ; therefore the projection on it is 1, the conditional
expectation is the identity, and N is equal to M2 , which gives (i).
Using j1 , we infer that:
M$0=(M$1 _ (M$0 & M2))"
and, taking the commutants, we have:
M0=M1 & (M$0 & M2)$
from which we get:
M0 /M1 & (M$0 & M3)$/M1 & (M$0 & M2)$=M0
which finishes the proof of (ii).
From (i), we find, taking the commutants:
M$2=M$1 & (M$0 & M2)$
from which we get (iii). Applying (iii) to the inclusion M1 /M2 , we
obtain:
M$3 & M4=M$2 & M4 & (M$1 & M3)$
and, using j2 , we get (iv). K
4.8. Corollary. Let M0 /M1 be a depth 2 inclusion, with a regular
operator-valued weight T1 from M1 to M0 ; let H1 be the Hilbert space intro-
duced in 3.2, and U1 he the unitary introduced in 4.2 and 4.6; then:
(i) for all X in M1 , U1*XU1 belongs to L(H1) sV r
B
M1 ; moreover
U1*XU1 belongs to ?1 (M$0 & M3)$ sV r
B
M1 if and only if X belongs to M0 ,
and we have then U 1*XU1=1 s r
B
X.
(ii) for all Y in M3 , (1H1 M0 U1*) Y(1H1 M0 U1) belongs to
L(H1) s V r^
B
M2 ; moreover, it belongs to ?1 (M$0 & M3)$ sV r^
B
M3 if and only if
Y belongs to M2 , and it is then equal to 1 s  r^
B
Y.
Proof. We have, using 4.6, U 1*M1U1 /U1M3U 1*=L(H1) s V r
B
M1 .
Therefore, U1*XU1 belongs to ?1 (M$0 & M3)$ sV r
B
M1 if and only if it
belongs to ?1 (M$0 & M3)$ sV r
B
L(H1), i.e., if and only if, by definition of the
fiber product, it commutes to ?1 (M$0 & M3) s r
B
1. Using 4.6 again, we see
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that U1*XU1 belongs to ?1 (M$0 & M3)$ sV r
B
M1 if and only if U 1*XU1 com-
mutes to U1*yU1 , for all y in M$0 & M3 . Then 4.7(ii) gives (i). Applying (i)
to the inclusion M1 /M2 and using 4.5(ii), we get (ii). K
5. THE PSEUDO-MULTIPLICATIVE UNITARY
Using the isomorphism between H2 and H1  / H1 , we construct (5.3,
5.5) a pseudo-multiplicative unitary W1 ; we define (5.6) and give exemples
(5.7) of this notion in whole generality.
5.1. Proposition. The application V1=(1H1 M0 U1)(1H1 s r^B
U1) is a
unitary from H1 s  r^
/
H1 s r
/
H1 to H3 such that, for all X in M$0 & M1 , all
t in M1 and all t$ in M0 :
V1 (1 s r^
B
1 s  r
B
J1 tJ1)=J3tJ3V1
V1 (1 s r^
B
1 s r
B
t$)=t$V1
r(X) V1=V1 (1 s r^
B
r(X) s r
B
1)
r^(X) V1=V1 (r(X) s r^
B
1 s r
B
1)
r^^(X) V1=V1 ( r^(X) s r^
B
1 s r
B
1)
s(X) V1=V1 (1 s r^
B
1 s r
B
s(X))
where r^^ is the canonical isomorphism j4 b j3 b j2 b j1 from M$0 & M1 onto
M$4 & M5 , composed with the natural representation of M$4 & M5 on H3
given by the basic construction; moreover, we have, for all x, y in Hom/ ,
! in H1 :
V1 (4/ (x) s r^
/
4/ ( y) s r
/
!)=(1M0 x) y!
Proof. Using 4.4, this result is clear. K
5.2. Proposition. The application V$1=(U1M0 1H1)(1H1 s rB
U1)
(_/ s  r
B
1H1)* from (H1 r  s/o
H1) s r
/
H1 to H3 is a unitary such that, for all
t in M1 and all t$ in M0 :
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V$1 ((1 r  s
Bo
1) s  r
B
J1 tJ1)=J3tJ3V$1
V$1 ((1 r s
B o
1) s r
B
t$)=t$V$1
r(X) V$1=V$1 ((1 r s
B o
r(X)) s  r
B
1)
r^(X) V$1=V$1 ((1 r s
B o
r^(X)) s  r
B
1)
r^^(X) V$1=V$1 ((r^(X) r s
B o
1) s  r
B
1)
s(X) V$1=V$1 ((1 r s
B o
1) s r
B
s(X))
where s^^ is the canonical isomorphism j4 b j3 b j2 b j1 from M$0 & M1 onto
M$4 & M5 , composed with the natural representation of M$4 & M5 on H3
given by the basic construction; moreover, we have, for all x, y in Hom/ ,
! in H1 :
V$1 ((4/ (x) r s
/o
4/ ( y)) s  r
/
!=( yM0 1) x!
Proof. Using 4.4, this result is clear. K
5.3. Proposition. There is a unitary W1 from H1 r s
/o
H1 to H1 s r^
/
H1
such that:
W1 s r
B
1H1=V 1*V$1
Moreover, we get, for all X in M$0 & M1 :
W1 (1 r  s
B o
r(X))=(1 s r^
B
r(X)) W1
W1 (r^(X) r s
B o
1)=( r^(X) s  r^
B
1) W1
W1 (1 r  s
B o
r^(X))=(r(X) s  r^
B
1) W1
W1 (s(X) r s
B o
1)=(1 s r^
B
s(X)) W1
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Moreover, the equation (where, x, y, z: , t: are in Hom/):
W1 (4/ (x) r s
/ o
4/ ( y))=7: (4/ (z:) s r^
/
4/ (t:))
means that, for all ! in H1 :
( yM0 1) x!=7: (1M0 z:) t:!
the sum being strongly convergent in H3 , or:
( yM0 1) x=7: (1M0 z:) t:
the sum being strongly convergent.
Proof. By 5.1 and 5.2, V1*V$1 is a unitary from H1 r s
/o
H1 s r
/
H1 to
H1 s  r^
/
H1 s r
/
H1 . It belongs to L(H1 r s
/o
H1 , H1 s r^
/
H1) s V r
B
M$0 & M1 ,
from which we get the result, using 2.3. K
5.4. Proposition. (i) The antilinear isomorphism F1 from H1 to H2
intertwines the representation r of M$0 & M1 with the representation r^2 of
M$1 & M2 (resp. r^ with r2, resp. the antirepresentation s with s2).
(ii) We have:
W2=(F1 s r
/
F1) _/ oW 1*_/ o (F1* r2  s2
/2o
F1*)
Proof. Using 3.3, we get, for any X in M$0 & M1 :
F1r(X)=F1?1 (X)=?2 ( j2 (X)) F1= r^2 ( j1 (X)) F1
F1 r^(X)=F1?1 ( j2 b j1 (X))=?2 ( j1 (x)) F1=r2 ( j1 (X)) F1
and for all x in Hom/ , X analytic with respect to /, using 4.1:
F1 (s(X) 4/ (x))=4/ 2 (J3 (1H1 0 x_
/
i2(X)) J2)
=4/ 2(J3 (1H1 0 x) J2 (J1_
/
i2(X) J1))
=4/ 2(J3 (1H1 0 x) J2_
/2
i2( j1 (X)))
=s2 ( j1 (X)) 4/ 2 (J3 (1H1 0 x) J2)=s
2 ( j1 (X)) F14/ (x)
which finishes the proof of (i).
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The proof of (ii) follows then ([EN], 7.6), using 5.3, and a similar for-
mula for W1*. K
5.5. Theorem. The unitary W1 defined in 5.3 satisfies:
(1H1 s  r^B
W1)(W1 r  s
B o
1H1)
=(W1 s  r^
B
1H1)(_/ s r^B
1H1)(1H1 s r^B
W1) _2/o (1H1 r  sB o
_/)(1H1 r  sB o
W1)
where the first _/ is the relative flip from H1 s r
/
H1 to H1 r  s
/ o
H1 , and the
second is the relative flip from H1 s r^
/
H1 to H1 r^  s
/o
H1 , and _2/ o is the
relative flip from H1 r  s
/o
H1 r^ s
/o
H1 to H1 s r^
/
(H1 r s
/ o
H1). The index 2 is
written to indicate that this flip ‘‘turns’’ around the second relative tensor
product. Moreover, in formulae of this type, there is a parenthesis in order
to emphasize that the representation (here r^) does not act on the nearest ‘‘leg’’
of the relative tensor product (here r^ acts on the second leg), and therefore,
that the coassociativity rule of the relative tensor product given in 2.2 is not
relevant.
Proof. Let us see first that such a formula has a meaning. The operator
(W1 r s
B o
1H1) is a unitary from H1 r  s/o
H1 r s
/o
H1 to H1 s r^
B
H1 r  s
/o
H1
(because W1 intertwines r on the right leg), and (1H1 s r^/
W1) is a unitary
from this last space to H1 s r^
/
H1 s r^
/
H1 (because W1 intertwines r^ on the
left leg).
On the right hand, (1H1 r sB o
W1) sends H1 r s
/o
H1 r s
/ o
H1 onto H1 r  s
/o
(H1 s r^
/
H1) (because W1 intertwines s on the left leg with s on the right
leg); then (1H1 r  sB o
_/) sends that last space onto the space H1 r  s
/o
H1 r^  s
/ o
H1 , which is sent by _2/o onto the space H1 s r^
/
(H1 r s
/o
H1),
where r^ acts on the right leg of (H1 r s
/o
H1). Then (1H1 s  r^B
W1) sends that
last space onto H1 s  r
/
H1 s r^
/
H1 , because W1 intertwines r^ acting on the
right leg with r acting on the left leg. Then, (_/ s r^
B
1H1) sends that last
space onto (H1 r  s
/o
H1) s  r^
/
H1 , because _/ intertwines s acting on the
right leg with s acting on the left leg, and finally, (W1 s  r^
B
1H1) sends that
last space onto H1 s  r^
/
H1 s r^
/
H1 , because W1 intertwines s acting on the
left leg, with s acting on the right leg.
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Therefore these both operators that we want to prove to be equal are
unitaries from H1 r  s
/o
H1 r s
/o
H1 onto H1 s r^
/
H1 s r^
/
H1 .
We have to check now that if x, y, z, t: , u: , v: are in Hom/ , such that:
(1H1 s  r^B
W1)(W1 r  s
B o
1H1)_(4/ (x) r s/o
4/ ( y) r  s
/o
4/ (z))
=7:4/ (t:) s  r^
/
4/ (u:) s r^
/
4/ (v:)
that means that:
(zM0 1H1M0 1H1)( yM0 1H1) x
=7: (1H1M0 1H1 M0 t:)(1H1 M0 u:) v:
and that the right hand operator has the same effect. K
5.6. Definition. Let N be a von Neumann algebra and & a normal
semi-finite faithful weight on N; let H be a Hilbert space on which N has
a non-degenerate normal representation : and two non-degenerate normal
anti-representations ; and ; of N. These 3 applications are supposed to be
injective, and to commute two by two. We can therefore construct the
Hilbert spaces H ;  :
&
H and H : ;
&o
H. A unitary W from H ;  :
&
H onto
H : ;
&o
H will be called a pseudo-multiplicative unitary over the basis N,
with respect to the representation :, and the anti-representations ; and ; ,
if:
(i) W intertwines :, ;, ; in this following way:
W(:(X) ;  :
N
1)=(1 :  ;
No
:(X)) W
W(1 ;  :
N
; (X))=(1 :  ;
No
; (X)) W
W(;(X) ;  :
N
1)=(;(X) : ;
No
1) W
W(1 ;  :
N
;(X))=(; (X) : ;
No
1) W
(ii) The operator satisfies:
(1H : ;
No
W)(W ;  :
N
1H )
=(W : ;
No
1H )(_&o : ;
No
1H )(1H : ;
No
W) _2& (1H ;  :
N
_&o)(1H ;  :
N
W)
where this formula has a meaning because of the properties supposed in (i).
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5.7. Examples. (i) In 5.5, we have constructed a pseudo-multi-
plicative unitary over the basis (M$0 & M1)o, with respect to the representa-
tion s of (M$0 & M1)o on H1 , and the anti-representations r and r^ of
(M$0 & M1)o on H1 .
(ii) Let G be a measured groupo@ d, with G(0) as space of units, and
r and s the range and source functions from G to G(0). Let us note:
G2r, r=[(x, y) # G
2, r(x)=r( y)]
G2s, r=[(x, y) # G
2, s(x)=r( y)]
Then, it has been shown [V1] that the formula WG f (x, y)= f (x, x&1y),
where x, y are in G, such that r( y)=r(x), and f belongs to L2 (G2s, r) (with
respect to an appropriate measure), is a unitary from L2 (G2s, r) to L
2 (G2r, r).
Moreover, this unitary can be interpreted [V2] as a pseudo-multiplicative
unitary over the basis L (G(0)), with respect to the representation rG , and
anti-representation sG and rG (as here the basis is abelian, the notions of
representation and anti-representations are the same, and the commutation
property is fulfilled), where rG and sG are defined, from L (G(0)) to
L (G) (and then composed on L(L2 (G)), for any f in L (G(0)), by
rG ( f )= f b r and sG ( f )= f b s.
(iii) If the basis N is equal to C, then the representations :, ;, ; are
nothing but the inbedding of C into L(H), the relative tensor products are
the usual tensor product, and a pseudo-multiplicative unitary over the
basis C is a multiplicative unitary over HH, as defined in [BS].
(iv) If the Hilbert space H is finite dimensional, then (2.4), there
exists an isometry I; , : which sends the relative tensor products H ;  :
&
H
into HH, and another isometry I;, : which sends H ; :
&
H into HH
(2.4) where &=TrH b :. Then, given a pseudo-multiplicative unitary W
over N, with respect to :, ;, ; , let us consider I=_I;, :_&WI*; , : which is a
partial isometry on HH, with initial support e; , : and final support e:, ; ,
such that:
(i) I # ;(N)$; (N)$
(ii) _I # :(N)$L(H), and intertwines ; and ; , i.e., for any x in N,
we have:
_I(1;(x))=(1; (x)) _I
(iii) I satisfies the pentagonal equation:
I12I13I23=I23I12
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Such objects have been found in the ‘‘generalized Kac algebras’’ theory
developped in [Y2]; the links between this theory and finite-dimensional
pseudo-multiplicative unitaries will be done in a subsequent article ([V3]).
(v) If W is a pseudo-multiplicative unitary over the basis N, with
respect to the representation :, and the anti-representations ; and ; , then,
the unitary W =_& o W*_& is a pseudo-multiplicative unitary over N, with
respect to the representation :, and the anti-representations ; and ;.
6. HOPF BIMODULES ASSOCIATED TO A
PSEUDO-MULTIPLICATIVE UNITARY
We introduce Hopf-bimodule structures on the von Neumann algebras
generated by the left and right ‘‘leg’’ of a pseudo-multiplicative unitary
(6.3, 6.5). We calculate these von Neumann algebras in the case of regular
depth 2 inclusions (6.6, 6.7), and obtain two Hopf-bimodule structures
associated to a depth 2 inclusion (6.8).
6.1. Theorem. Let W be a pseudo-multiplicative unitary over the basis N,
with respect to the representation : and the anti-representations ; and ; , as
defined in 5.6. Then:
(i) for any !1 in D(H; , &o), !2 in D(: H, &), there exists a bounded
operator on H, denoted (|!1, !2 V id)(W) such that, for all ’1 , ’2 in H:
((|!1, !2 V id)(W) ’1 | ’2)=(W(!1 ;  :&
’1) | !2 : ;
&o
’2)
(ii) the involutive algebra generated by these operators is non-
degenerate, and its weak closure A is a von Neumann algebra on H. We shall
say that A is the von Neumann algebra generated by (the right leg of ) W.
(iii) we have :(N)/A, ;(N)/A and A/; (N)$.
(iv) let x in L(H). Then x belongs to A$ if and only if x belongs to
:(N)$ & ;(N)$ and verify:
(1 : ;
N o
x) W=W(1 ;  :
N
x)
Proof. The application (’1 , ’2)  (W(!1 ;  :
&
’1) | !2 : ;
&o
’2) is bounded
and sesquilinear, and therefore leads to (i). Moreover, if ’2 in H is
orthogonal to all vectors X’1 , where X belongs to the involutive algebra
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generated by the operators defined in (i), and ’1 belongs to H, we get
that:
(W(!1 ;  :
&
’1) | !2 :  ;
&o
’2)=0
for all ’1 , !1 , !2 . From which, we deduce, by density, W being unitary, that
!2 :  ;
& o
’2=0
for all !2 in D(H: , &). Therefore, using 2.1, we get that for all !2 , !$2 in
D(:H, &), we have ’2(!2 , !$2) &=0, and, by density, using 2.1 again, we get
that ’2=0, which finishes the proof of (ii).
For any X in N, we have, using 5.6, :(X)(|!1, !2 V id)(W)=
(|:(X) !1, !2 V id)(W), from which we deduce, using (ii), that :(X) belongs to
A. We get also, from 5.6, that (|!1, ; (X*) !2 V id)(W)=(|!1, !2 V id)(W) ;(X),
from which we deduce that ;(X) belongs to A. Using 5.6, we easily see that
(|!1, !2 V id)(W) commutes with ; (X), which finishes the proof of (iii).
Moreover, the proof of (iv) is clear, using the definition of A. K
6.2. Theorem. Let W be a pseudo-multiplicative unitary over the basis N,
with respect to the representation : and the anti-representations ; and ; , as
defined in 5.6, and let A the von Neumann algebra generated by the right leg
of W, as defined in 6.1. Then, the application
x  1(x)=W(x ;  :
N
1) W*
is a normal homomorphism from A to L(H :  ;
&o
H), whose image is inside
A : V ;
&o
A. Moreover, we have, for any X in N :
1(:(X))=1 : ;
No
:(X)
1(;(X))=;(X) : ;
No
1
Therefore, the involutive homomorphism 1 from A into A :V ;
No
A respects
the structures of left (resp. right) No-modules of A and A : V ;
No
A.
Proof. On one hand, it is straightforward, using 6.1(iv), to prove that,
for all y in A$,
1(x)(1 : ;
N o
y)=(1 : ;
N o
y) 1(x)
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On the other hand, we get, using the pentagonal equality:
(1H : ;
N o
W)(W ;  :
N
1H )(1H ;  :
N
W*)
=(W : ;
No
1H )(_&o : ;
N o
1H )(1H :  ;
N o
W) _2& (1H ;  :
N
_& o)
and, therefore, for any !1 in D(H; , &o), !2 , ‘1 , ‘2 in D( :H, &), ’1 , ’2 in H,
we get:
(W(|!1, !2 V id)(W) ;  :N
1H ) W*(‘1 : ;
& o
’1) | ‘2 : ;
& o
’2)
=(W : ;
No
1H )(_& o : ;
No
1H )(1H :  ;
No
W)
_(‘1 : ;
&o
(!1 ;  :
&
’1)) | !2 : ;
&o
‘2 : ;
& o
’2)
and then, writing y‘1 instead of ‘1 , it is possible, using 6.1 again, to push
y throught the right-hand term of the equality, until we get y*‘2 .
From this, we see that W((|!1, !2 V id)(W) ;  :N
1H ) W* commutes with
y : ;
No
1, and therefore, by definition of A, 1(x)( y : ;
No
1)=( y : ;
No
1) 1(x),
for all x in A, and then, using the definition of the fiber product (2.3), we
get that 1(x) belongs to A :V ;
No
A. The formulae about 1 b : and 1 b ; are
straightforward, using 5.5. K
6.3. Theorem. Let W be a pseudo-multiplicative unitary over the basis N,
with respect to the representation : and the anti-representations ; and ; , as
defined in 5.6, and let A be the von Neumann algebra generated by the right
leg of W, as defined in 6.1, and let 1 be the bimodule-homomorphism defined
in 6.2. Then, we have:
(1 : V ;
No
id) 1=(id :V ;
No
1) 1
Proof. The proof just need an attentive use of the pentagonal relation
given by 5.5. K
6.4. Proposition. Let W be a pseudo-multiplicative unitary on a finite
dimensional Hilbert space H, over the basis N, with respect to the representa-
tion : and the anti-representations ; and ; , as defined in 5.6, and let A be the
von Neumann algebra generated by the right leg of W, as defined in 6.1, and
let 1 be the bimodule-homomorphism defined in 6.2, and studied in 6.3. Let us
use the notations introduced in 5.7(iv). In particular, let I=_I;, :_& WI*; , : be
the multiplicative partial isometry associated. Then:
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(i) the von Neumann algebra A generated by the right leg of W, as
defined in 6.1, is the von Neumann algebra generated by the elements
(| id)(I ), for all | in L(H)
*
.
(ii) the application defined, for all x in A, by:
1 (x)=I(x1) I*
is an injective V-homomorphism from A into AA, which verify:
(1  id) 1 =(id1 ) 1
1 (x)e: , ;=1(x)
where A :V ;
No
A has been identified with the reduced algebra (AA)e: , ; . In
particular
1 (1)=e:, ;
(iii) For all y in N, we have:
1 (:( y))=(1:( y)) e:, ;
1 (;( y))=(;( y)1) e:, ;
Proof. Let !1 , !2 , ’1 , ’2 be in H. With the notations of 5.7(iv) and 6.1,
we get:
((|!1, !2  id)(I ) ’1 | ’2)
=(_I;, :_&WI*; , : (!1’1) | !2’2)
=(W((iTr)(e; , :)12 !1 ;  :
&
’1) | : b ;&1(iTr)(e:, ;)12 !2 : ;
& o
’2)
=(|(iTr)(e; , :)12 !1, : b ;&1(iTr)(e: , ;)12 !2 V id)(W) ’1 | ’2)
from which we get that
(|!1, !2  id)(I )=(|(iTr)(e; , :)12, !1, (iTr)(e: , ;)12 !2 V id)(W)
from which we infer (i).
We have I*I=e; , : which belongs to ; (N):(N) (2.4) and, therefore,
commutes with x1, for any x in A, by 6.1(iii). So, 1 is a V -homo-
morphism. The identification of 1(x) with 1 (x)e: , ; is given by 2.4, and we
deduce from it that 1 is injective. One should note that 1 =i b 1, where i
is the injection of (AA)e into AA, and that 1 is multiplicative,
unless i is not.
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Moreover, we get:
(1  id) 1 (X)=I1 2I1 3X1I*1 3 I*1 2=I2 3 I1 2I*2 3X1I2 3I*1 2 I*2 3
=I2 3I1 2 (XII*) I*1 2I*2 3=I2 31 (X) I*2 3 I2 3I*2 3
=I2 31 (X) I*2 3=(id1 ) 1 (X)
And, therefore, 1 is a co-associative coproduct, with 1 (1){1 (unless
N=C), which finishes the proof of (ii).
The intertwining properties of I given in 5.7(iv) give us easily (iii), which
finishes the theorem. K
6.5. Definition. Following [V1], a quadruplet (N, M, r, s, 1 ) will be
called a Hopf-bimodule, if N, M are von Neumann algebras, r a faithful
representation of N into M, s a faithful anti-representation of N into M,
with commuting ranges, and 1 an injective involutive homomorphism from
M into M sV r
N
M such that, for all X in N:
(i) 1(s(X))=1 s r
N
s(X)
(ii) 1(r(X))=r(X) s r
N
1
(iii) 1 satisfies the co-associativity relation:
(1 sV r
N
id) 1=(id s V r
N
1) 1
If (N, M, r, s, 1 ) is a Hopf-bimodule, it is clear that (No, M, s, r, N b 1 ) is
another Hopf-bimodule, we shall call the symmetrized of the first one.
(recall that N b 1 is a homomorphism from M to M rV s
N o
M).
If N is abelian, r=s, 1=N b 1, then the quadruplet (N, M, r, r, 1 ) is
equal to its symmetrized Hopf-bimodule, and we shall say that it is a
symmetric Hopf-bimodule.
If W is a pseudo-multiplicative unitary over the basis N, with respect to
the representation : and the anti-representations ; and ; , as defined in 5.6,
then, (No, A, :, ;, 1 ), where A is the von Neumann algebra generated by
the right leg of W, as defined in 6.1, and 1 is the bimodule-homomorphism
from A to A : V ;
No
A defined in 6.2, is a Hopf-bimodule.
If we apply these results to the pseudo-multiplicative unitary W defined
in 5.7(v), we get that (N, A , ; , :, 1 ) is another Hopf-bimodule, where A
is the von Neumann algebra generated by the left leg of W, i.e., the von
Neumann algebra on H generated by all operators (id V |’1, ’2)(W*), where
’1 is in D(H; , &o), ’2 is in D( :H, &), for some faithful semi-finite normal
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weight & on N, with a definition analoguous to 6.1, and 1 is given by the
formula:
1 ( y)=W*(1 : ;
No
y) W
which defines an involutive morphism from A to A ; V :
N
A , which satisfies,
for all X in N:
1 (; (X))=1 ;  :
N
; (X)
1 (:(X))=:(X) ;  :
N
1
If we apply these two constructions to the pseudo-multiplicative unitary
WG associated to a groupo@ d, we obtain the two Hopf-bimodule structures
([V1]) associated to a groupo@ d.
The first one is (L (G(0)), L (G), rG , sG , 1G ), where 1G is defined, for
f in L (G) by 1G ( f )=(s, t)  f (st); 1G is an involutive homomorphism
from L (G) into L (G2s, r) (which can be identified to L
 (G) rV s L (G)).
The second one is symmetric; it is (L (G(0)), L(G), rG , rG , 1G@ ), where
L(G) is the von Neumann algebra generated by the convolution algebra
associated to the groupo@ d G, and 1G@ has been defined in [Y1] and [V1].
We have seen in 6.4 that the Hopf-bimodule structure obtained from a
pseudo-multiplicative unitary on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space H, over
the basis N, leads to a coassociative coproduct 1 , which is an injective
V-homomorphism from A into AA, which satisfies 1 (1){1, unless
N=C. Such objects are basic in the theory of ‘‘generalized Kac algebras’’
[Y4]. These objects will be studied in [V3].
We shall look now at these two structures in the case of a depth 2 inclu-
sion of von Neumann algebras with a regular operator-valued weight, in
which we have constructed a pseudo-multiplicative unitary (5.5).
6.6. Theorem. Let M0 /M1 be a depth 2 inclusion of von Neumann
algebras, with a regular operator-valued weight T1 from M1 to M0 . Let
(Mi) i # N be the canonical tower associated, H1 the Hilbert space associated
in 3.2, ?1 the representation of M$0 & M3 on H1 , which is faithful by 3.10. Let
r, r^, s the representations and anti-representation of M$0 & M1 introduced in
4.4, and let W1 be the pseudo-multiplicative unitary over the basis
(M$0 & M1)o, with respect to the representation s of (M$0 & M1)o, and the
anti-representations r and r^ of (M$0 & M1)o, introduced in 5.3. Then, the von
Neumann algebra A1 generated by the right leg of W1 is equal to
?1 (M$0 & M2)$.
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Proof. As before, let / be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on
B=M$0 & M1 . Let X be in L(H1); by 6.1, X belongs to A$1 if and only if
X commutes with s(M$0 & M1), with r^(M$0 & M1), and verify:
(1 s r^
N
X) W1=W1 (1 r s
No
X)
As s(M$0 & M1)=J/2 ?1 (M$0 & M1) J/2 by definition of s, we get, by 3.9,
that X belongs to ?1 (M$0 & M3). As r^(M$0 & M1)=?1 (M$2 & M3), by defini-
tion of r^, we get that X=?1 (a), with a in M$0 & M3 & (M$2 & M3)$.
The last condition means that:
(1 s r^
N
?1 (a)) W1=W1 (1 r  s
No
?1 (a))
and, if we apply that to 4/ (x) r  s
/o
4/ ( y), for any x, y in Hom/ , we get:
(1 s r^
N
?1 (a)) W1 (4/ (x) r s
/ o
4/ ( y))=W1 (4/ (x) r  s
/o
4/ (ay))
As in 5.3, let us define z: , t: in Hom/ such that:
W1 (4/ (x) r s
/ o
4/ ( y))=7: (4/ (z:) s r^
/
4/ (t:))
which means that:
( yM0 1) x=7: (1M0 z:) t:
the sum being strongly convergent. We then get:
a( yM0 1) x=7: (1M0 z:) at:
and, if u belongs to Hom/ , we get:
(1M0 u*) a( yM0 1) x=7: (1M0 u*z:) at:=a7: (1M0 u*z:) t:
=a(1M0 u*) 7: (1M0 z:) t:
=a(1M0 u*)( yM0 1) x
because (1M0 u*z:) belongs to M$2 & M3 and therefore commutes with a.
The linear set generated by all vectors of the form ( yM0 1) x!, for x, y in
Hom/ and ! in H1 is dense in H3 ; therefore, we get:
(1M0 u*) a=a(1M0 u*)
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for all u in Hom/ , or, taking the adjoints:
a(1M0 u)=(1M0 u) a
which can be written, using the notations of 4.4:
a(1H1 M0 U1)=(1H1 M0 U1)(1H1 s r^B
a)
which, by 4.8(ii) implies that a belongs to M2 . Therefore we get that
X=?1 (a), with a in M$0 & M2 .
Conversely, it is straightforward to reverse the implications, and to see
that the algebra ?1 (M$0 & M2) is included in A$1 , which finishes the
proof. K
6.7. Theorem. Let M0 /M1 be a depth 2 inclusion of von Neumann
algebras, with a regular operator-valued weight T1 from M1 to M0 . Let
(Mi) i # N be the canonical tower associated, H1 the Hilbert space associated
in 3.2, ?1 the representation of M$0 & M3 on H1 , which is faithful by 3.10. Let
r, r^, s the representations and anti-representation of M$0 & M1 introduced in
4.4, and let W1 be the pseudo-multiplicative unitary over the basis
(M$0 & M1)o, with respect to the representation s of (M$0 & M1)o, and
the anti-representations r and r^ of (M$0 & M1)o, introduced in 5.3. Then, the
von Neumann algebra A1@ generated by the left leg of W1 is equal to
?1 (M$1 & M3)$.
Proof. Let us apply 6.6 to the inclusion M1 /M2 and the pseudo-mul-
tiplicative unitary W2 . We get that the von Neumann algebra A2 generated
by the right leg of W2 is equal to ?2 (M$1 & M3)$. Then, using 5.4, we see
that A1@=F1*A2F1 , and, using 3.3, that ?1 (M$1 & M3)=F1*?2 (M$1
& M3) F1 , from which we deduce the result. K
6.8. Theorem. Let M0 /M1 be a depth 2 inclusion of von Neumann
algebras, with a regular operator-valued weight T1 from M1 to M0 . Let
(Mi) i # N be the canonical tower associated, H1 the Hilbert space associated
in 3.2, ?1 the representation of M$0 & M3 on H1 , which is faithful by 3.10. Let
r, r^, s the representations and anti-representation of M$0 & M1 introduced in
4.4, and let W1 be the pseudo-multiplicative unitary over the basis
(M$0 & M1)o, with respect to the representation s of (M$0 & M1)o, and the
anti-representations r and r^ of (M$0 & M1)o, introduced in 5.3. Then W1
induces Hopf-bimodules structures on, respectively, (M$0 & M1 , A1 , r^, s, 11)
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and ((M$0 & M1)o, A1@ , s, r, 11@), where 11 and 11@ are defined by the formulae,
for x in ?1 (M$0 & M2)$=A1 and y in ?1 (M$1 & M3)$=A1@ :
11 (x)=W1 (x r s
No
1) W1* # ?1 (M$0 & M2)$ s V r^
N
?1 (M$0 & M2)$
11@( y)=W1*(1 s  r^
N
y) W1 # ?1 (M$1 & M3)$ rV s
N o
?1 (M$1 & M3)$
Proof. Clear by 6.2, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7. K
6.9. Remark. With the hypothesis of 6.8, if we suppose that M$0 & M2
has a finite dimension, then H1 is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, there-
fore M$1 & M3 is also finite-dimensional. We can consider then 11 (resp.
1 1) as involutive injective homomorphism from A1 to A1A1 (resp. from
A1@ to A1@A1@), with 11 (1){1 (resp. 11@(1){1), unless M$0 & M1=C.
6.10. Proposition. (i) The application x  F1 x*F1 is an anti-
isomorphism which sends A1 on A2@, and, more precisely, sends the Hopf-
bimodule structure:
(M$0 & M1 , A1 , r^, s, 11)
onto the structure:
(M$1 & M2 , A2@ , r2, s2, /2o12@)
(ii) The application x  F1x*F1 is an anti-isomorphism which sends
A1@ on A2 , and, more precisely, sends the Hopf-bimodule structure:
((M$0 & M1)o, A1@ , s, r, 11@)
onto the structure:
((M$1 & M2)o, A2 , s2, r^2, / 2 12) j
Proof. This result is clear, using 5.4(i) and (ii), and 6.7. K
7. THE ACTIONS OF THE HOPF-BIMODULES
We introduce the notion of action of a Hopf-bimodule on a right module
(7.1). In the case of a depth 2 inclusion, we infer from the results of
paragraph 4 that the Hopf-bimodule A1@ constructed in paragraph 6 acts on
M1 (7.3), in such a way that M0 is the invariant subalgebra (7.5).
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7.1. Definition. Let (N, M, r, s, 1 ) a Hopf-bimodule, in the sense of
6.5, and let A be a von Neumann algebra. We shall say that (b, :) is an
action of (N, M, r, s, 1 ) on A if:
(i) b is a faithful anti-representation of N into A
(ii) : is an injective involutive homomorphism from A into A bV r
N
M,
such that, for all X in N, we have:
:(b(X))=1 b r
N
s(X)
and such that we have the following equality:
(: bV r
N
id) :=(id bV r
N
1) :
these two morphisms going from A to A b V r
N
M sV r
N
M.
If (N, M, r, s, 1 ) is a finite-dimensional Hopf-bimodule, and A a finite
dimensional von Neumann algebra, we shall say that (b, :~ ) is an action of
(N, M, r, s, 1 ) on A, where :~ =i b :, with i being the canonical injection
from A bV r
N
M into AM. We have, then:
(:~  id) :~ =(idr~ ) :~
:~ (b(X))=(1s(X)) eb, r
and, therefore, :~ (1)=eb, r # AM.
7.2. Proposition and Definition. In the situation of 7.1, we have:
[x # A; :(x) # A bV r
N
N]=[x # b(N)$; :(x)=x b r
N
1]
This subalgebra will be denoted A: and will be called the subalgebra of
invariant elements under :.
Proof. The right-hand set is clearly induced into the left-hand set. Let
now x in the left-hand set; by definition (2.3), there exits y in b(N)$ such
that :(x)= y b r
N
1; using the definition property of an action, we get:
:( y) b r
N
1=(: b V r
N
id)( y b r
N
1)=(: b V r
N
id) :(x)
=(id bV r
N
1 ) :(x)=(id bV r
N
1 )( y b r
N
1)= y b r
N
1 b  r
N
1
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from which we infer that :( y)= y b  r
N
1=:(x), and, therefore, : being
injective, x= y, and :(x)=x b  r
N
1, which finishes the proof. K
7.3. Theorem. With the hypothesis of 6.8, for all X in M1 , let us write:
:1 (X)=B(U1*XU1)
where B means the flip from L(H1 s  r
/
H1) to L(H1 r s
/ o
H1).
Then :1 is a normal injective morphism from M1 to M1 rV s
Bo
?1 (M3 & M$1)$
such that, for all x in M$0 & M1 :
:1 (r(x))=1 r s
Bo
r(x)
and which verify:
(:1 rV s
B o
id) :1=(id rV s
B o
11@) :1
Therefore, (r, :1) is an action of the Hopf-bimodule ((M$0 & M1)o,
A1@ , s, r, 11@) on the von Neumann algebra M1 .
Proof. For any X in M3 , by 4.6, U1*XU1 belongs to L(H1) sV r
B
M1 ,
and, if Y is in M3 & M$1 , we have U1*YU1=?1 (Y) s r
B
1H1 . Therefore, if
X belongs to M1 , we get that U1*XU1 belongs to ?1 (M3 & M$1)$ sV r
B
M1 ,
and, therefore, :1 (X) belongs to M1 rV s
B o
?1 (M3 & M$1)$
The formula about :1 b r comes directly from 4.4.
Let us put :$1 (X)=U1*XU1 . Then, we get, using 5.2:
(id sV r
B
:$1) :$1 (X)=(_/ s r
B
1H1)* (V$1)* XV$1 (_/ s rB
1H1)
On the other hand, using 6.8, 5.3, 5.1, and 4.3 applied to U2 , we get:
(1 1 sV r
B
id) :$1 (X)=(W 1* s r
B
1)(1 s r^
B
U1*)(1 s r^
B
X)(1 s r^
B
U1)(W1 s r
B
1)
=(V$1)* J3U2 (F1 
/2
J2)(1 s r^
B
X)(F1* 
/2
J2) U2*J3V$1
=(V$1)* J3U2 (1 s2 r2
/2
J2XJ2) U2*J3V$1=(V$1)* XV$1
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and therefore:
(:1 r V s
B o
id) :1 (X)=_2/ (_/ s r
B
1H1)(id s V rB
:$1) :$1 (X)(_/ s r
B
1H1)* _*2/
=_2/ (1 1 s V r
B
id) :$1 (X) _*2/=(id rV s
Bo
11@) :1 (X)
which finishes the proof. K
7.4. Remark. If M0 /M1 is a depth 2 inclusion of finite-dimensional
von Neumann algebras, then this result leads to an involutive
homomorphism :1 from M1 to M1?1 (M$1 & M3)$, such that:
(:1  id) :1=(id11@) :1
:1 (r(X))=(1r(X)) er, s
where 11@ is the coproduct from ?1 (M$1 & M3)$ to ?1 (M$1 & M3)$
?1 (M$1 & M3)$.
7.5. Proposition. Let :1 be the action constructed in 7.3; we have:
M0=M :11
Proof. Let X be in M1 ; by 4.8, X is in M0 if and only if it commutes
with M3 & M$0 , and, therefore, if and only if U1*XU1 commutes with
U1*YU1=?1 (Y) s r
B
1H1 , for all Y in M3 & M$0 , which means that :1 (X)
commutes with 1H1 r  sB o
?1 (M$0 & M3), and, therefore, that :1 (X) belongs
to L(H1) rV s
Bo
(M$0 & M1)o; by 2.3 and 7.2, that means that X belongs to
M:11 . K
7.6. Definition. In the situation of 7.3, let us define the crossed-
product of M1 and A1@ with respect to :1 as:
M1 <:1 A1@=[:1 (M1) _ 1 r sB o
?1 (M$0 & M2)]"
We easily get, using 4.6 and 4.7(i), that
U1 _/*(M1 <:1 A1@) _/U1*=(M1 _ (M$0 & M2))"=M2
and we see that this crossed-product is isomorphic to M2 .
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Applying these results to the inclusion M1 /M2 , we get an action :2 of
A2@ on M2 such that M :2=M1 . Using 6.10, we get that the Hopf-bimodule
structure
((M$1 & M2)o, A2@ , s2, r2, 12@)
is anti-isomorphic to the structure:
((M$0 & M 1)
o, A1 , s, r^, B b 11)
which is the symmetrized (cf. 6.5) of A1 . With the help of a more precise
analysis of the pseudo-multiplicative unitary W1 , we shall see in [E3] how
it is possible to define :2 as the ‘‘dual’’ action of :1 .
8. EXAMPLES
More than a precise desciption of examples, here follows the sketch of
a program explaining how to get examples, in particular (8.4, 8.5) the
examples studied by theoretical physicists ([BSz2]).
8.1. Irreducible depth 2 inclusions. Let us suppose that the inclusion
M0 /M1 is irreducible. We are then in the situation studied in ([EN],
[E1], [E2]); we obtain the multiplicative unitary W1 ([EN], 7.4), the
Hopf-von Neumann structures on ?1 (M$0 & M2)$ and ?1 (M$1 & M3)$
([EN], 8.3), and the outer action :1 ([EN], 8.6). In that situation, it has
been proved in [E1] that the multiplicative unitary is ‘‘manageable’’ (in the
sense of [W3]), which allowed us to obtain structures of measured quan-
tum groups (Woronowicz’s algebras in the sense of [MN]). Analoguous
properties in the general case will be proved in [E3].
8.2. Groupo@ ds, actions and co-actions of groupo@ ds. A co-action of a
groupo@ d G on a von Neumann algebra A has been defined in ([Y1], 3.1),
as an action of the symmetric Hopf-bimodule L(G) on the von Neumann
algebra A. The definition given in [Y1] of an action of a groupo@ d G on
a von Neumann algebra A is slightly more complicated than ours, but it
can be shown these two definitions are equivalent. Moreover, it is possible
to show (it will be proved with details in [E3]) that the inclusion of the
von Neumann algebra A inside its crossed-product by an action (resp.
a co-action) of a principal groupo@ d G is depth 2, using the duality
theorems ([Y1], 6.5), and ([Y1], 7.8) and that we can therefore apply our
constructions.
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For example, let’s take the groupo@ d given by the action of Zn on itself.
We therefore get a the bimodule homomorphism from L ((Zn)2)
to L ((Zn)2) VL(Zn) L
 ((Zn)
2) defining the groupo@ d (cf. 6.5). On the
other hand, it leads to a bimodule homomorphism from Mn (C) to
Mn (C) VL(Zn) Mn (C). Considering this last algebra as a reduced algebra
from Mn (C)Mn (C), we shall get the coproduct from Mn (C) to
Mn (C)Mn (C) which sends ei, j on ei, jei, j , where the ei, j are matrix
units of Mn (C) (cf. [Sz], 2.4).
8.3. Group actions. Let’s take an action : of a locally compact group on
a von neumann algebra A. We have seen in 3.12 that the inclusion
:(A)/A <: G is depth 2. Let us suppose that the relative commutant
:(A)$ & A <: G is equal to the center of :(A); let X be a measured space
such that L (X) is isomorphic to the center of A; we then get that the
derived inclusion is :(L (X))/L (X_G), which leads to the groupo@ d
structure on X_G given by the action of G on X induced by the restriction
of : to the center of A.
As an example, let us consider the automorphism { of A=M2 (C)
M2 (C) defined by {(xy)= yx, for any x, y in M2 (C). It leads to an
action of Z2 on A, i.e., to an injective involutive homomorphism from A
into AL (Z2). As we may identify A with M2 (C)C2, or with
M2 (C)L (Z2), this homomorphism is nothing but id1, where id is
the identity on M2 (C) and 1 the coproduct of L (Z2). Therefore, the
inclusion is:
M2 (C)W(1L (Z2)) W*/M2 (C)W(1M2 (C)) W*
where W is the Kac-Takesaki unitary associated in Z2 . We get that we are
in the situation described over. Furthermore, the derived tower is:
CW(1L (Z2)) W*/CW(L (Z2)L (Z2)) W*
which leads to a Hopf-bimodule structure:
L (Z2)L (Z2)  (L (Z2)L (Z2)) VL(Z2) (L
 (Z2)L (Z2))
or, equivalently:
L (Z2)L (Z2)  L (Z2)L (Z2)L (Z2)
which leads to the groupo@ d structure on (Z2)
2 given by the action of Z2
on Z2 .
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8.4. Some simple depth 2 inclusions. For any von Neumann algebra M,
we shall write its center Z(M); we may consider the inclusion M/M;
the tower is then M/M/M/ } } } , and the derived tower is
Z(M)/Z(M)/Z(M)/ } } } , and it is therefore depth 2. This construction
leads to an homomorphism from Z(M) to Z(M) VZ(M) Z(M)=Z(M),
which is the identity map, and therefore to the ‘‘trivial space groupo@ d’’ X,
where Z(M)=L (X).
Let us now consider, for any von Neumann algebra M, the inclusion
Z(M)/M. Let us write M$ for the commutant of M on the standard
Hilbert space L2 (M). The tower is Z(M)/M/(M _ M$)"/ } } } . The
derived tower will be the same, starting from M, and this inclusion is there-
fore depth 2. Therefore, our constuction leads to a bimodule structure:
(M _ M$)"  (M _ M$)" VM (M _ M$)"
By definition, this last algebra is the commutant of Z(M)M Z(M) on
the Hilbert space L2 (M) L2 (M), for some faithful semi-finite normal
weight  on M. This last Hilbert space is isomorphic to L2 (M), and
this isomorphism sends Z(M)M Z(M) onto Z(M), and therefore
(M _ M$)" VM (M _ M$)" onto Z(M)$=(M _ M$)". There again, this
bimodule structure (over the basis M) is the identity map of (M _ M$)". It can
be easily verified that the dual bimodule structure, which is obtained from the
inclusion M/(M _ M$)", will be identity map of (M _ M$)", over the basis
M$. This situation can be called the ‘‘trivial quantum space groupo@ d.’’
For any von Neumann algebra, let us consider the inclusion C/M;
writing H=L2 (M), the tower obtained is then C/M/L(H)/L(H)
M/ } } } , which is evidently depth 2. This leads to a bimodule structure
from L(H) into L(H) VM L(H)=L(H); the dual one seems to be more
interesting; it comes from M$M (where M$ is the commutant of M on
H), into (M$M) VM$ (M$M)=M$Z(M)M.
Let us take a finite-dimensional von Neumann algebra M= : Mn: (C);
let e:i, j be matrix units of Mn: (C), and J=J{ , where {=7:n: Tr: , and Tr:
is the canonical trace on Mn: (C) (with value 1 on minimal projections). We
have seen (2.4) that M VM$ M$ can be identified with the reduced algebra
(MM$)e with:
e=:
:
1
n:
:
i, j
e:i, jJe
:
i, j J
and, therefore, we may identify (M$M) VM$ (M$M) with (M$M
M$M)1e1 ; we obtain then a coproduct 1 from M$M to M$M
M$M given by:
1 (x$x)=x$ex
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If we take now the particular case when M=Mn (C), we obtain a
coproduct 1 from Mn (C)Mn (C) to Mn (C)Mn (C)Mn (C)Mn (C),
which satisfies, for x, y in Mn (C):
1 (xy)=xe y
where e=(1n) i, j ei, jei, j , where ei, j are matrix units of Mn (C). This is,
up to a flip, the last example called ‘‘blowing up of nothing’’ studied in
[BSz2]. This leads to the idea that the more consistent examples given in
([BSz1], [BSz2], [Sz]) are examples of our structures in the finite-dimen-
sional case. It will be explained in more details in [V3].
8.5. Less simple examples. Using the remark 3.13, we may construct
now non trivial examples by taking tensor products of inclusions of the
preceeding types. This will lead, for instance, to the coproduct defined, on
L (G)Mn (C) by 1( f e i, j)=1G( f )1, 3 (ei, j)2 (e i, j)4 , which corresponds
to the product of a finite group G with the dual of the groupo@ d (Zn)2. This
examples are studied in [BSz1] and [BSz2].
It is also possible then to get new examples (in the finite dimensional
case) using a procedure analoguous to [EV], i.e., deforming the coproduct
by a 2-cocycle.
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